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Miner Football loses 0-49
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Heather Hock, 19, found dead Sunday
A.

tion. Two representati ves w ill be arri ving on campus today [Monday, September 25]. We are unable to comment
fu rther at this time"
Heather C. Hock, a 19 year-old
IFC President Tim Hogan (who
freshman pledge at Zeta Tau ~ I pha
refused to give his last name) declined
to comment. Kim Godwin, Greek Life
sorority,' was discovered dead in her car
Student Servi ces Coodin ator, also
Sunday, Sept. 24. Ro lla Po lice Departdeclined to comment.
ment arri ved at the scene at approximately 4 :50p.m. after a fellow UMR
Hock, a student from Stratfo rd,
Mo., was enrolled in the Freshman
student discovered the victim in her red
sports car, parallel parked near the
Eng ineering program at UMR. Chanintersection of 12th and Oak Streets,
cellor Gary Thomas said, "The entire
' _ _ _ _ __
across the street from _ _....._ _ _
campus communi ty is
the Zeta Tau Alpha "I'm terribly, terribly very saddened by this
sorority house. Hock sorry that we had such tragedy. It 's a lways
was
pronounc ed
d iffic ul t to come to
dead at the scene by an incident. I offer my terms with the death
Phelps County Coro- condolences to the of a yo un g person
ner Larry Swinfard. family and friends of with so much promise
The
body
was
and s uch a br ig ht
re moved from the Heather. " -D r. Ogrosky. fU(lj re. Our thoughts
scene by the Conine;; -------~---- and prayers go out to
Heather 's loved ones." Vice Chanceland at the time this art icle was written,
is sched ul ed to be taken to Dr. Jay Dix's
lor Wendell Ogrosky had this to say:
medical examiner 's office in Columb ia,
''I'm terribl y, terribl y sorry that we had
where an autopsy is scheduled fo r the
such an incident. I offer my condolences to the fainily and fri ends of
afternoon of Monday, September 25 .
The Zeta Tau Alpha tntemational
Heather." The continuing in vestigation
is being handled by the Rolla Police
Office began investi gating the incident
on Monday, September 25. Deb Ensor, . Depa rtmen t, with assistance from the
Execu~ ve Director of the Zeta Tau
UMR Police Departm ent.
Funera l
Alpha International Office said, " We " arrangements are unknown at this tim e.
are in the process of gat hering informaBy RANDAL

BURD, JR.

Editor-in-Chief
of the Missouri Miner

Students assist in ·search
'for missing Rolla boy
By GRETCHEN GAWER
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Solar Car te am ha s new desi gn

News Editor
of the Missouri Miner

Last Friday, todd ler Jordan Lee ·
Roper who had been missing fro m his
home near Ro ll a' for almost 24 hours
was fo und by Uni vers ity of Misso uriRo ll a student Rob Schm itz. Schm itz
was one of approximately 40 students
who vo lunteered in the search effort
which inc luded the Phelps and Pulaski Coun ty Sheriffs Offices, the' Ro ll a
and New burg Police, the Mo. Hi ghway Patrol , Water- Patrol and Department of Conservation, and fi re departments from Rolla, Newburg, poolittle
.and Edgar Springs.
Roper, 2 Y" wand ered away from
his home, th ree and a ha lfmi les northwest of Roll a, a ro und 4 :30 p.m .
Thursday evenin g. Volunteers and
officals had bee n looking fo r him for
since 5:30 p.m ., and at noon on Friday
officals went around to severa l houses
on Fratern ity Ro w looking for vo lunteers. A n e-mail , requesti ng for vo lun-

teers, was a lso sent to the presidents
of studen t o rga ni zati o ns.
After three ho urs of searching,
Schmitz and firefig hter Carl Wamol ,
from City of Rolla Fire and Rescue,
heard someth in g ' w h ile wa lkin g
through a pasture arou nd a mile threequ aters of a mi le from the boys home.
It was then w hen they saw the child ,
who accord ing to Schmi tz was lying
face dow n and looked dehydrated ,
sunburnt and ve ry tired . R esc ue r~
called for a helicopter, but an ambulance arri ved first. The child was
transported to Phelps County Hospita l
for treatment.
" Even if I had classes I would
have go ne o ut and he lped. That ki d
had been m issing for 20 hrs, it was the
least I could do. It seemed like the
ri g ht thin g to do and that 's w hat
everyb ody thou ght too, so we went
ou t and he lped," sa i'd Sch mitz , a
member of Alpha Epsilon Pi . Around
ten other members . of his fraternit y
he lped in the search, as did members
of Kappa Alpha, Beta Sigma Psi ,
Sig ma Tau Gamma and oth ers.

The body of Heather Hock was removed from her red sports car late Sunday afternoon.
Hock was pronounced dead by Phelps County Coroner Larry Swinfard. The body was to
be transported by the Coroner to Dr. Jay Dix's medical examiner's office in Columbia, Missouri, for an autopsy on Monday, Sept. 25, where an exact cause of death could be determined.
photo courtesy of Dozzle

Fall Career Fair expected to host record number of corporations, forced to expand facilities
B y C HIP K ASTNER

Assistant News Editor
of th e Miss.ouri Miner

T his year 's Fall Career Fai r,
which will be ·held on Thu rsday, Sept.
28 fro m 10 a. m. unti l 4 p. rn. in the
. Gale-B ullman Multi-Pu rpose Bu ilding, is schedul ed to host over 700
recruit ers fro m 238 corporati o ns,
breaking last yea r 's record-settin g
attendan ~e of 190 companies.
The number of companies on the
wai ting list had grown so large that
th e Career Opportu nities Center,
faced wit h nu merous companies
threatening to wa lk away from the
event, rece ived perm ission from A th-

letic Director Mark Mu llin to expand
the eve nt into both of the Multi- Purpose Bui lding 'S gym nas iums. This
expansion wi ll a llow more corporations to attend the event with greater

room between the ais les of booths.
" We are very happy th at [Mul lin]
gave us permi ssion to ex pand the
eve nt," Jamie Archer, di rector of the
Career Opportuni ties Center, said. "It
g ives us room and gives students
more opportunities to interact with all
the companies they wan t."
Although there are no statistics

Th e Fall Career Fair, to
be held this Friday, is
expecte d to bring in a
record-setting 238 companies, 48 more than
the previous year.
this year, last year 's Career Fair was
among the very largest in the Midwest.

"When yo u look at us as a schoo l
of under five thousand students, [the
amo un t of compani es atlendi ng] says

a lot about the qu ality of the students
here," Archer commented. " It also
shows th at the same compan ies kee p
coming bac k for mo re of our st udents."
A press re lease from the Career
Opportunities Center reads that "students should come prepared w ith thei r
resume, ready to talk about their sk ills
wi th a professional appearance." The
release also stresses th at the Career
Fair is not onl y limited to engi nee rin g
studen ts; "A rts & Science students are
encouraged to attend to d isc uss
opportunit ies

in

non-engineeri ng

depa rtme nts of the companies ahe nding."
A ma p show ing the locations of
the companies at the Career Fai r,
alo ng with what types of positions the
companies are hi ring, can be fou nd at
the Career Opportu nities Cen ter's
website at www . umr . edu / - c areJ
er in the "Students" lin k.
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NEWSBRIEFS ON' CAMPUS
~.

magazine ranks , ranks UMR No. physician . for the United States
34 on its list of the nation's 100 swi mming , diving and synchrobest va lues in public higher educa- nized sw imming teams. He is
tion .
spending five weeks, including the
The
October
issue
of entire month of September, working with those teams in Sydney.
Kiplinger's also includes UMR in
Michell e "Mickey" Sweeney
HI found out about this right
a li sting of public universities with
enjoys an old-fashioned romance
fewer than 6,000· students, '~where before Thanksgiving," Stricker
as much as th e next person. And
everybody knows your kid ."
sa¥s. "They ·want to let you know
although her love of the genre is of
The magazine calls these top earl y to see if you can gi ve the
a more scho lar ly nature, tha t does100 universities "schools where . time commitment needed for this
n't mean she igno res all the love,
you can get a quality education for position. It also came about a
lust and adu ltery in s uch ta les.
less than the cost of a second week and a half before my inter"Some of the greatest works
home." In rating the universities , view here at Scripps (Clinic in La
of literature have more than a little
K'tp I Inger
'
'1.
' an d Jolla, Calif.) - and I mentioned
s coo k ed . at qua I tty
steamy romance in them ," says
,.
..~,
.""
' . { co,~t~r easures, ~uch ~s total cost, that to them in the interview. They'
Sweeney, an Assistant Professor UMR
IttJMR ~b.r
s<<,_;per,~entage of financ ial need met loved it and thought it would be a
of Eng li sh at UMR. "A nd that's
,fe>;r the average student with need , great addition to their program ,"
t
part of the reason the y've endured
C 0
:: ~v'e_t!l&e cost for stu dents With
An All-America swimmer at
the test of time. Everyone still
n,eed;?, fter subtracting grants (but UMR in the 400-yard individual
'wants to know how the ending
Family Day at the University
Idans), and average amount of medley in 1982, Stric'ker was
works out."
of Mis'souri-Ro ll a is Saturday,
a student accumulates before working as a doctor in the sports
Sweene y's first book, Magic Oct. 14. Parents and other fa'm'ily
graduation.
medicine clinic at Vanderbi lt Uniill Medieval Romance, was recentTbi s marks the second time . versity when he learned he was
members of UMR stud ents, as we ll
ly publi shed by Four Co urt s Press as other g uests, are in vited to p~-r:
Kiplin.;ger's h'a s ranked co ll eges selected for the Olympics assignof Irel and. In the book , s he in'ves- ticipate in a fu ll sc hedule of ac'fi"Y":'
and universities on their afford- ment. He left Vanderbilt in April
ti gates and discusses wo rk s rang- iti es .
ability. In Kiplinger's September to take the position at Scrip'ps
ing from 12th century French
Registration is fro~l 8:30 to d Jim thlent
1998;"ranki ng, UMR placed 70 th Cli nic, not far from the Olympic
10 a.m. in UMR's Castleman Hall ,
romances _to Geoffrey Chaucer's
. , .• ;. am,.qng national public universi- training center in Chula Vista.
10th and Main st'reets. "Mo rnin g
The Ca nterbury Tales , whi ch dates
..
wa1" '-fies j.
While ori gi na ll y wanting to
activities include campus tours'; hos'(ed bY lSouthe.a~t . Ntisspuc'i
back ·to the 14th centur y.
'''',,,.
study ' atch itectur~, Stricker gained
vis its to academic departments, State
"I wanted to examine' -the
Uriiversity" in " Capel U M R
an interest in sR,orts medicine
roles magic plays in facilitating vi s its with academic deans and Girardea;;/ Hol~,e~, cUfJ~;tly tli'';
whil e at UMR. He feil it off~red a
stat
e
treasurer,
the
D
~'
m
ocratlc
\
representatives
from
the
F;esh~an
an author's quest to ' incorporate
great opportunity to stay in contact
political
and
mora l theme s Engineering Program ' an'd Fresh- candidate 'for govern.or, and Talwith the spor't even after hi s cominto the heart of , comple x !nan Arts and Sciences Program, ent, a 'm ember of the U.S. Hou se
pet-itive da ys were finished, and he
romances, " Sweeney says . "Look and performanc~s by UMR musi,c of Representatives from Misused th at intere st to earn' this
so uri 's 2f\d District, iS ,the RepubCal,l him. p'r. Stricker, sports opportunity to go to the Olympics .
at any famous love tale from this grou ps .
lican candidate.
" .' . : •. ~• .",~'- , medic'i~e milli. Sixteen years ago,
Chance Hor Gary Thomas 'will
period and yo u'll find it full of
"I got hooked up with USA
The debate can be 'a ccessed Stricker, a 1982 UMR life sciences Swimmin g and the sports mediwitchcraft, magic potion s and the speak at II: 15 a.m. in Leach Theatre
of
Castleman
Hall
,
'and
the
's
World
Wide
graduate:
tried
to
make
'
the
U.S.
online
at
KUMR
lot."
cine field,'" he said, " f applied
Olympic .' team. A former AII- w'ith the United States Olympic
Sweeney says 10th through UM R Parent s' Association will .Web site, www. kumr. erg.
KUMR is the 100,000-watt, America swimmer at l)MR, he was Committee and got involved in the
15th century romantic' plots can be hold its annua! meeting at 11:30
non-commercial, educational sta- training for a spot on the Olympic program. It's a step-by-step
as accessib le and cert.ain ly as . . . a . m. . . . ~"1
•
~, 1: {
-'. • • (
engaging - as
- in~dern' : so~'p
·· Afferiioowand evening activi > tion licensed to UMR, -Wi th a tran- team in the 100-meter butterfly 'process, where you start with
w~ile attending medical -school.
opera. She adds .that .s! udent~ "in, ties include the UMR Min~rs foot-~ sistor in Lebanon at 96.3 FM.
smaller regional,events, then inter.
.
He m{s·sed qualifying for the
her 'Brltish Literature. ",ourse-' at ~ bair gafni against 'Central' MIssouri
national events-such as the
UMR are · finding a. lot to talk State University at I p.m. at Jack- UMR
blympic trials by just two-tenths World University Games-and
of
a
second
.
abo ut after reading classic w,arks lin g Field; recognili6n o'fth'e UMR
work your. ~ay up. .. The pyramid
Stricke~ recently' headc;,d t6 gets . sma.fler as yo u go · farther
like Beowulf and Sir Ga'wain and Parents' Association's Pacents of
the Green Knight . .
Sydney, Australia, _ hom!! of . the along."
the Year at halftime of the football
' ."
'
2000 Summer O
. .Iympics, as ateam
· I'mger ' S P er~ ona I F,lOa!!;,.
"The students here are some game; an "activity fair" featuring
K tp

English Professor
writes about ' love,
medieval style

of the best I've ever worked with. displays and presentations .by varThey are very interested In quest- ious UMR student gro ups from
I :45 to 4 p.m. in the University
ing ideas of honor, love, loyalty
and moralit y," says Sweeney, who Center-East; a Fa!l1ily reception
joined UMR this summer after from 3:30-5 p.m . at the Chance lspe nding 10 years studyi ng and lor 's residence ; and a performan~e
lectu ring at Trinity Co ll ege Dublin by The Spencers, a hus~and-andwife illusionist team , at 8 p.m. in
and Univers ity College Dublin .
Sweeney is now eaiting a sec- .Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall.
ond book, Borderlines: New Criti- - The Spencers' performance is
cism ill Medieval Studies, a schol- sponsored by the UMR Student
arly look .at medieval literature Union Board.
It is free to students; tickets
from the perspectives of critics in
for the g!, nera.l ·~ ublic ~re $4",.
Ireland and Nort hern Ireland .
.
" <,.;I~
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Missouri Miner
The Missouri Miner is a publication of the
students of the University of ~issouri - Rolla. It fs
distributed each Wednesday in Rolla, Missouri
and features activities of the students of UMR, .
The Missouri ' Miner is also online at
http,//www.umr.edu/-miner,
The Missouri Miner encourages comments
from its readers and will attempt to print all
responsible letters and editorial material
received. All submissions must' have a name:
student 10 number and phone number for verifi- '
cation, Names may be withheld if request is justified.
T\;le Missouri Miner is operated by the students of UMR and the opinions expressed in it do
not necessarily reflect those of the university, faculty, or student body.
All articles, features. photographs, and iIIus~
trations published are the property of the Missouri Miner and may not be reproduced or published w~hout written permission.

Submissions for publication must be in our
mail box in 113' University Center-West by 3:30
p.m. on the Thursday before publication. Submissions will be accepted through ·e-mail at
miner<i!umr. edu. The Missouri Miner reselVes
the right to edit all ,submissions for style. grammar, punctuation , spelling. length, and matters of
good taste.
Mailing Address:
1O~A Student Organizations Annex
University of Missouri - Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Phone:
Main Office: (573) 341-4312
Advertising Office: (573) 341-4235
E-Mail:

miner@umr . edu
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Nation & World
News Briefs
Assistant News Editor
01 the Missouri Miner

U.S. to release oil reserves
As an attempt to lower the extremely high gas
prices as of late, the Department of Energy .and members of Congress pressured President CI inton to
release 30 million 'barrels of oil from the Strategic
Petroleum Reser-ve . Oil companies will be able to borrow the oil, provided that it will eventually be
replaced with more than was taken out. The reserve,
which currently holds 570 million barrels of crude oil
in gigantic caverns near the Gulf of Mexico, was created in 1975 after the Arab oil embargo. The only time
it has been used in the past was during the Gulf War,
when oil prices skyr.ocketed. Critics of {he plan fear
that utilizing the reserves could cause Middle Eastern
producers to reduce production in response, in effect
causing more problems.

an

vote . When the voters forced their way into the voting
stations, they found ballot boxes pre-filled with ballots for Milosevic . On the other hand , the go:vernment
demanded a re-count of the votes because they claim
that American-supported forces could have tampered
with the votes to create a victory by an opposition
party candidate. One candidate from an opposition
party, Vojislav Kostunica, was leading in national
polls held before the election. Ifno candidate manages
to receive an absolute majority, or if it is decided that
fraud occurred, anoth& election will be held on Oct.
8.

U.S. grants China permanent
normal trade status

On Sept. 19, tlie Senate voted to put economic
relations wjth China permanently on normal status.
Despite protests from people who cite China 's human
rights violations, religious persecution, and nuclear
·w eapons proliferation , many Washington leaders are
referring to the agreement as one of ihe most important in recent years. Under normal status, Chinese
goods will receive the low-fariff access to the U.S .
market enjoyed by most other countries. In return,
China has agreed to open its markets to American
The Whitewater scandal, described by the Los . products.
Angeles Times as "one of the murkiest and mosi complex scandals in political history," was closed on Sept.
20 by former independent council Kenneth Starr's
successor, Robert Ray. Ray announced that a lack of
evidence caused him to bring the six year, 552 million
A Boeing 737, chartered by the Euralair-France
dollar case to an end . The case involved supposedly
airline and filled with 80 doctors and young activists,
fraudulent real-estate dealings between the Clintons
landed.. in Baghdad 's recently reopened international
and James McDougal, the former owner of the failed
airport on Sept. 22. The night was planned by the
realtor, Madison Guaranty, in the early 1980s. Despite
Council for Development and Cooperation, a private
the good news for the Clintons, political analysts
organization that is opposed to the sanctions placed on
expect that the closing of Whitewater will do lillie to
Iraq . Although France and Russia insist that the nonaid AI Gore or Hillary Clinton's current political camcommercial night was legal within the ~anctions
paigns.
imposed on Iraq since 1990, the U.S. and Britain are

Whitewater closes, Clintons
clear of charges ·

French activists fly to Baghdad

Explosive- projectile fired at
Britain's MI6 spy headquarters
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According to British police, a "small missile"
was fired at the headquarters of MI6, Great Britain's
spy agency, on the evening of Sept. 20. The buildin~
was damaged, but nobody was injured . The next day,
authorities located a grenade launcher nearby, which
could have beel) used to carry out the attack . It is sus,
pected that Northern Irish splinter groups, who are
opposed to the Irish Republican Army's backing of a
peace plan with Britain , fired the projectile; however,
other terrorist' groups are nO.t being ruled out at the
moment.

angered that the activists did not obtain permission to
land in the country.

The search for Roman remains
in China

In 1955, a China scholar named Homer Dubs was
intrigued by a scroll dating to A.D. 5 that mentioned a
city by the name of Liquian- the Chinese word at the
time for the Rome. Only two other Chinese cities at
the time bore the names of foreign countries: Kucha
and Wen-siu. Both of those cities received their names
due to the presence of immigrants from the two kingdoms which caused Dubs to wonder if Romans had
settled there. It is also known that in ?3 B.C., a thousand Roman soldiers were taken captive in Parthia and
moved to Central Asia . Furthermore, Chinese docu. ments from 36 B.C. record a battle against the Huns in
which the Huns ' citadel was protected by a double.
palisade of wood, a Roman defensive structure. FurDuring Yugoslavi~'s first-ever open presidential thermore, the Huns ' soldiers fought with their. shields
election, held late last week, numerous voters report- linked in a'fish-scale formation, or testudo, which was
ed suspicious activities carried out by military person- used only by the Romans. The Chinese took 145 prisnel, polil:e, and supporters of Siobodan Milosevic, the ' oners at the battle, and could have possibly stationed
incumbent Serbian leader who U.N . forces fought them near the city that would become Liquian. To this
against last year to protect the rights of the Yugosla- day, some Chinese citizen:; living near Liquian's
vian province of Kosovo. At some votmg stallons, remains have brown or reddish hair, and light-colored
voters reported being forced to publicly reveal the eyes. It is hoped by historians that an archaeological
candidate for whom they were voting; at others, police excavation will be held near the site in the near future.
refused to allow voters from opposition parties to

Fraud ' cited in Yugoslavian
election

Science and Technology Update:
MagnetiC nanostructure research
helping reduce computer size

Dr. Gary Mankey places a sample in the magneto-optic
effect apparatus. Dr. Mankey recently spoke about his work
at a physics colloquium.
photo courtesy of Gary Mankey

By MARt

HUTCHISON

Assistant Managing Editor
of the Missouri Miner

On Thursday, Sept 21 , 2000, Dr.
Gary Mankey, Assistant Professor of
Physics and Astronomy at the University of A labama at Tuscaloosa, spoke
at the Physics Colloquium at the University of Missouri-Rolla. He spoke
about his research in magnetic nanostructures. Dr. Mankey's research is
being performed at the Center for
Materials for Information·Technology
(MINT) at UA .
Nanostructures are used for data
storage; for instance an 18 gigabite
hard drive could be placed' on a disk
that is about an inch in diameter. Ulti-

mately, this lechnology will greatly
reduce the size of computers. Imagine
having a handheld computer that
could do everything your PC does
now. The technology is moving
'towards less expensive, faster and
bigger storage capacity.
About fifteen years ago, there
was only fundamental research being
conducted with no real world applications. But now there is commercial
research going on with real world
applications. Now the emphasis is on
cost and making a better product. "In
the recent pasl, the research led to a
phenomenal increase in the storage
capacity of computer hard drives. TC?
sustain the growth rate the fundamen-

see Nanotech, page 6

Annual "Greek Week" celebrates
Greek community's' achievments
Rolla family in need.
Jon and Merilee Wilsdorf of
Assistant Managing Editor
Rolla, 'Mo., who attended the carnival
01 the Missouri Miner
with their two children , said "It's good
to see the Greek Community working
Greek Week opened with together for such a good cause, and
hayrides and a bonfire for the Greek having fun at the same time." While
community on Foday, Sept 15, 2000. Tyson Spraul , a freshman in GeoloOpening Games started the nex t morn- gy/Geophysics and a member of
ing with such games as Dans, Dodge- Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity said, "I
ball , Arm Wrestling and many more. think the Greek Week Carnival was a
The games continued on Monday and great way of getting the Rolla Community aware of all the great things
. Tuesday at the Puck in the afternoon .
the Greeks do for the Rolla CommuniI Throughout the week, there were
panies for the Greeks to attend and ty."
Also on FridaY,·the Greek Week
enjoy each other's company. "I think
Greek Week is not just' a lime for fun , Queen 2000 was crowned at Kappa
it's a time for the Greek community to Sigma Fraternity. The queen is Megan
come together and celebrate all that Jeckel of Zeta Tau Alpha represe.nting
we have accomplished," said Vasu Kappa Alpha. The week ended with
Trisal , a junior in Biochemical Engi'- the closing games at the Elysian
neering and a member of Zeta Tau Fields. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity won
first place, followed by Sigma Nu in
AIpha Sorority.
second place. The winning sorority
On Friday, 'a Greek Carnival was
held at Lion's Club that was open to was Zeta Tau A Ipha. Brandon
the public. The Rolla community was Wicschhaus, a sophomore in Mechaninvited as well as the rest of the Uni- ical Engineering of Phi Kappa Theta
versity. Each of the Fratemities and Fraternity said, "I think Greek Week is
Sororities had a booth with a carnival a really good way to get all of the
game and "all of the proceeds are going ' houses (and even the non-housed)
to the University of Missouri-Rolla together to have a good time. It really,
chapter of Habitat for Humanity. The
group is working to build a home for a
see Greek Week, page 5

By MARl

HUTCHISON
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Viewpoints on Politics: lVIisso'u ri L't. Governor race
Candidate seeks to abolish position if elected Candidates have no clear
pens to the governor. Real government
tenant governor 's role, while the
goals , plenty of propaganda
By R.
officials could easily assume these
Democrat wants to take on more duties.
MICHAEL FRANCO

of the Missouri Miner

.-

..

r

Candidate Phil Horras wants to
get himself fired if elected. That is
right-Horras wants to do away with
the office he seeks.
The lieutenant governor's office pri·
marily serves as a stepping-stone for
career politicians. Abolishing it would
save taxpayers ,at leas.! a million dollars
a year in staff salaries and office space,
including a $70,000 plus salary for a
do-nothing job. The lieutenant gove~
nor merely sits on a few boards, acts as
an ornamental head of t))e state senate
and stands by in case something hap-

functions . The lieutenant governor
could easily be removed from the succession chain . The president pro-tempore of the state senate is next In line.
Horras is . quoted with saying, "The
position of Lt. Governor is to Missouri
what an appendix is to a person. It
serves no useful public function ."
Current lieutenant governor Roger
Wilson tried to keep his job practicing
law when he was elected. The question
of should the office be retained has
become a major issue in the race. The
other candidates all say the office lacks
something. The Republican candidate
wants a commission to study the lieu-

Horras generated statewide news
coverage, including stories distributed
by the Associated Press and Missourinet, for his proposal by · rolling
across 190.4 miles of the Katy Trail in
his manual wheelchair. His trek started
in Seda lia on August 20 and ended with
a rally in St. Charles on Sept. 16. He
has also made numerous local news
stories and radio interviews while on
the trail.
"Well, maybe I don't have sense
enough to come in out of the heat, but I
have sense enough to know we don't

need a lieutenant governor," said Harras on his campaign trail.

Don't Mis.s Out!
Advice from Interviewing

"Pros~'

R.ec~u1~e~s'
R.~'"I:1I1d~a,b1e

W-e dnesday, Sept. 27
7:30 p .m.

..

Mech. Eng. Auditorium

Micr osoft • H ewlet t P ack a rd • Anh euser Bu sch • Pep si Cola
Recruiters share top interviewing advice

t. I

~

Informal
question and
answer
session

By

JOSH MARTIN

of the Missouri Miner

Most people concern ed with the
upcomin g election focus their attention on . the pres identi al contest or
races for other conspicuous offices.
But it is often said that local elections
actuall y have more influence over our
d ay to day lives than national ones do,
so we are taking a look at the li eutenant governor 's race this week . It
may not be the heavywei ght bout , but
it is close to home.
In comer number one we have
the Democratic candidate, Joseph
Maxwell. According to his web page
he is interested in HM O reform, sma ll
business health care and stricter laws
concernin g telemark etin g fraud and
fin anc ial exploitat io n o f se niors.
However, w hat is not mentioned is
how he intends to reform HMO's and
what he wants to do. about small business hea lth care. Whil e the site does
not include muc h about what Ma we ll
wants to do ifhe wins, it has plenty 'of
propaganda concerni ng his character
and how he works for hi s constituents.
And in thi s corner is the republi-

can challenger, Wendell Bailey. Bailey's web site claims that he wants to
rein vent the offi ce oftieutenant governor. With a claim like that, you might
think that he would have some specific ideas in mind: but if he does, he is
not sharin g them online. Instead he
otTers hollow rhetoric like; "the lieutenant govern.o r should take respo ns ibility for presenting solutions to an y
difficult problems facin g out state."
As a voter, I would like more information , such as what he proposes to do
about the problems facing our state.
There are other candidates in
contention from smaller parties like
th~ Reform Party, the Libertar ians,and
the Natural Law Party, but non e of
. them has a reali stic chance of victory.
T./le Libertarian does have an interesting platform, though. He wants to
abo lish the office completely on the
g ro unds th at li eutenant go vernors
do n't actuall y do an9thing. I'm sure
- that a determined lieutenant governor
could use the influence of an executi ve offi ce to get th ings done, a ltho ug h
I don't see that happening in this electio n. This is one time that I m ight
actu ally agree wi th my Libertari an
co lleag ue.

Greek Week is rea ll y important beca use
it shows how all the Greeks can get
together and show our Greek pride: It
From page 3
was reall y fu n being a goddess, it was a
big h'onor because it shows' how much
bri ngs the w hole Greek communit y
together and ex poses the good side of wo rk and ded ication you put into an
organizati on for three years."
Greek life to the public."
Greg Sanders, the Extern al VlceDuring Greek Week , Godz and
Pres ident of IFC and a mem ber of
Goddesses, members of Interfraternit y
Council and Panhellen ic Council , arc Theta Xi , was Hades, the ruler of the
underworl d. " I think Greek Wee k is a
. chosen for their comm itmen.t to the
reall y good chance fo r the fratern ities to
Greek Commu nity and the campus.
Christy Braune of Chi Omega compete aga inst themsel ves and it
Sorority and Vice-Preside nt Judic ial . brings us all closer together. Being a
Board represented the Greek Commu- god is the payback for all the wo rk that
IFC representati ves do .and the houses
nity as Aphrodite, ·the goddess of love
and beauty. ~he said, "j thi nk th at neve r realize they do."

Greek Week

o Little Caesars Pizza
Pe One~;;r~fzza ~.

MONDAY MADNESS!

r----------------~I r------- - - -- -----~

. ~ T he b est hour
you will spend
to p repare
fo r intervi~ws !

CS€

brough t to yo u by
Th e Ca r eer Op portunitie s Cente r
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topping plus an
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Crazy Bread
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I
I
1
I
I
I
1
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opments in

Nanotech
From page 3
tal research programs must remain

intact ," said Dr. Mankey.
Today, more and more products
arc using storage devices in them. For
instance, digital cameras usc a storage
device to store the image that was
taken . As research progresses, the
amount of data that can be stored on a
disk will increase the physical size of
the disk wi ll stay , the same or grow
smaller.
. Dr. Mankey said , "The people
trained in this type of research learn
how to survive in the highly competitive storage industry. This means that
they must solve complex problems,
both rapidly and efficient ly."
"The research in NanostTuctures,

in panicular has contributed to devel-

othe~

scientific areas such

as biophysics, " said Dr. Man~ey. For
instance ' by using Micro ~I ectro
Mechanical Structures (MEMS) a
ch ip can be made with lots of narrow
capi ll aries. A vo ltage can be applied
to these chips and research can isolate
a person 's DNA. In the future, the
technology may be cheap enough that
a family doctor can have a DNA isolator in the office. Thi s c~uld be used
to prevent genetic disease through
early detection and to provide DNA
profiles to the pati·ents.
The Ph)!sics Depanment offers a
series of lectures ca lled the Physics
Colloquium. The depanment usually
otTers one lecture a week . These lectures are free and open to all students
and faculty. Dr. Dan Waddill, Associate Professor of-Physics at the Univ'ersity of Mi ssouri-Rolla said, "We do
encourage all students, undergraduate

M/~sourl

Miner

and graduate, panicularly graduate
students to attend the colloquiull). Gne
goal is to bri ng in speakers to present
a diverse array of cutting edge physics
and cross discipline." The philosophy
of the program is to expose phys ic
students to the opponunities avail ab le
to them in physics and to keep the faculty abreast of topics in within the discipline.
The next Colloquium is on
Thursday, Sept 28, 2000 in. Physics
104 at 4 p.m. Refreshments will· be
served at 3:40 p. m. in the lobby of the
Physics building. Dr. John Joyce ,of
the Los Alamos National Laboratory
wi ll be speaking. The titl e of the lecture is Electronic . Propenies of
Strongly Correlated 'LaQthanide and
Actinide Materi als. More information
can be found at h t ·t P : / / www.um.J
r.edu/-physics/colloqui.J
um.html.
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UMR Crime Blotter
09/09/00 at 9:38 p.m.: UMR Police detain student for Wrong Way In
A One- Way. off-campus. Same was released with a warning.
. 09/10/00 at 2:30 a.m.: UMR Police respond with PCRMC ambulance
to an off-campus residence in 'reference to assistance for an intoxicated stu.
dent. Same was transponed to ER for e'valuation.
09/1 0/00 ai. 9:26 p.m.: UMR Police arrest non-student Thomas M.
Hudson, 55 , of Joplin for DWI near 16th and Hwy. 63. Same was transp6rted to RPD, -ptoc~ssed and released 6n summons.
09/11100 at 10:38 a.m.: 'UMR Police investigate student complaint of
a university 'Vehicie speeding in a campus parking lot. Driver contacted
and same said they were not speeding and the student almost baCKed into
them whi le leaving a parking space. Driver's supervisor will be advised of
the complaint. Nothing funher.
09/11/00 at 11:45 p.m.: UMR Police detain an individual in a campus
building that is supposed to be closed and locked. Investigation revealed
the trespasser was a student who entered through an un secure door to
escape the rain. Same was esconed out and released. Dept will be notified
of security breach.
09/12/00 at 8:30 p.m.: UMR Police detain non-student· for Failure to
Keep Right off-campus. Same was released with a warning.
09/13/00 at 7:15 p.m.: UMR Police stand by while TJ Halrstaffhave
a vehicle towed from their parking lot's loading zone. Vehicle was placed
in the Res. Life impound lot.

),

09/14/00 at 10:00 a,m.:
UMR Police investigate student
report of a tire and wheel stolen
from a vehicle' parked in a campus
lot Continuing,

It's a simple calculation:
"

•

I.

'

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
$215,000

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send yop a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your '
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.'

$176,000
High-Cost Account

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up imd you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CR EF.

EXPENSES'
Total accu mulations after 20 years based on initial investment

of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. TOfal returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuat e. and yield may
vary. The ehart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and docs not reneet actual performance. or predict future
results, of any TIAA·CREF account, or reneel taxes.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

1.800.842.2776

09/14/00 at 3:50 a,m.: UMR Police notified by MSHP of the arrest
of student Terrill E. Caner, 19, of Rolla for DWI. Same was released on
summons to the TKE fraternity president. Investigation 'revealed violations
of alcohol use policies in addition to allowing consumption by minors at
the fraternity pany that evening. Information will be forwarded to Student
Affairs for disciplinary action.
09/14/00 at tt:OO a.m.: UMR Police investigate repon of university.
propeny having peen stolen at a recycling center in Phelps County during
a delivery by campus employees. Suspect vehicle identified and PCSD
contacted to take over case. Continuing.
09/15/00 at 10:54 a.m_: UMR Police stand by while TJ Hall staff have
a~ illegally parked vehicle towed from their lot. Vehicle was placed in the
Res. Life impound lot.
.
09/15/00 at 5:45 p.m.: UMR Police stand by while TJ Hall staff have
an illegally parked vehicle towed from their·lot. Vehi~le was placed in the
Res. Life impound lot.
09/15/00 at 9:34 p.m.: UMR Police detain non-student Tasha R.
Karnes, 19, of Springfield for Failure to Use Headlights. Same was subsequently arrested for an outstanding local warrant for Failure to Appear in
traffic coun. She was transponed to RPD, processed and refeased on a cash
bond.
09/16/00 at 3:00 p.m.: UMR Police respond to a repon of minor Propeny Damage to a student's truck while parked in a remote campus lot.
Investigation continues.
09/16/00: UMR Police receive complaint from opposing soccer team
"official" concerning inappropriate (racial) remarks attributec!..to the UMR
spectators . .UMRPD and Athletic Deptanment personnel at the game did
. not hear same, and noted the complaint came after an opposing team play-'
er was ejected from the game. Complaint was noted for future rererence.

r.--~---------------------1

~. A CUT ABOVE

~ HAIR & TANNING SALON, INC. '

www.tiaa-cref.or

For more complete information on our securities products. please catt t .800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospeduses. Read them carefutty
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actuatty at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum . • TIM-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, tnc. distrib·
utes the CREF and TtM Real Estate variabte annuities . • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personat Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • Tti\.A. and TtM-CREF Life tnsurance Co., New York. NY. issue insurance and
annoities . • TtM-CREF Trust Company. FSB provides trust services . • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. () 2000 TtM-CREF 08/03
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Celebrating the . Multiethnic America

Page 7
AN EorrORIAL BY

GRETCHEN GAWER,
NEWS EDITOR
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Th'e leading presidential candidates are telling us that religion ha; a legitimate role to play in U.S. politics and public' life. Vice President AI Gore and Texas Gov. George W. Bush have both endorsed the idea of forging stronger bonds between government and religious
faith. With even greater fervor, Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman, Gore's running mate, has called on Americans to dedicate ,themselves and their
nation "to God and God's purpose," Despite all the talk of the Almighty in the 2000 campaign, its i.mplications for public policy are far from
clear, More!>ver, rules of a faith, such as the restriction on intermarriage in Lieberman's religion, raise sensitive questions for America's
evolving multiethnic society.
Religion had long been considered a largely private matter. It was one of the two topics - politics is the ·other - not to be broached in
polite company. But the wall separating the public and private has steadily crumbled. In 1960, when John F, Kennedy's Catholicism threatened to become an issue in his presidential campaign, he defused it by separating his private beliefs from his public duties. By contrast,
Smarter, more informed voting
Lieberman has actively injected the issue of his faitn into the campaign. He has thrust the personal into the public realm.
Yel, declaring one's belief in God i,s only the most elementary form of religious faith. Polls indicate that more than 90 percent of Americans 'Profess such a belief. B.ut religion is more than the universalist platitudes the political candidates repeat. It is a system ' of communalUnlike .the scathing editorials in Missouri
Miner's past, this one is different. While it 'conly celebrated rituals, rites and rules. Sectarian by definition, it demands that believers adhere to certain· tenets and behavioral proscriptions
that might run contrary to the values of a secular and pluralistic society, As such, religion is a lot more difficult to integrate into the act of'
tents are mostly non-controversial, wi!h one big
"cha-cha-ing" exception, it is still important, so •
governing than the candidates seem willing to concede.
'
Just how difficult it can be was illustrated by Lieberman himself. In an apparent retreat from a widespread Jewish concern, even among
let's consider_it a Public Service Announcement.
And before you wince too much, I still have to
nonreligious Jews, about intermarriage and the threat it poses to Jewish continuity, he recently told talk-radio host Don Imus that he believes
utter four rather dirty, cliched words. "DO YOUR
his religion does not restrict Jews from marrying non-Jews. His declaration, which his campaign affirmed, might come as news to much of
CIVIC DUTY!" That said, as you all know, this
organized Jewry and to his family, a~,weIL Earlier this month, it was reported that Lieberman made clear to his two grown children that they
should date only Jews, who, in America, are as much an ethnic as a religious group. The Connecticut senator also serves on the board of . Nov, 7, we will be forced to decide once again
between the lesser of two (or as the caSe may be,
directors of the Orthodox Union, an organization that prides itself on its "proven record of leadership in fighting assimilation and interfive) evils. If you look at it like that, you might be
marriage." The organization's head, Mandell L Ganchrow, has referred to intermarried Jews, who make up fully. half of American Jewry, as
Uignorant Jews."
inclined not to vote. However, even voting
"against" a candidate is still voicing your opinion
. Lieberman's faith, Modern Orthodox Judaism, is itself a hybrid of tradition and modernity. Unlike the ultra-Orthodox, who choose to
in a concrete, semi-effectual way,
live largely segregated lives in America, Modern or Centrist Orthodox Jews seek to wed a literal belief in Jewish Scripture with the demands
For me, at a relatively young 19 years, this is
and diversity of contemporary life. His Judaism encourages Lieberman to hone his admirable skill of blending personal faith and politics.
the first big election I' ve been able to vote in. Sure
It might also have imbued him with his evident appreciation for U.S. pluralism and the ideology of inclusion that undergirds it.
I could hav~ picked out the two new members of
To be sure, the restriction on intermarriage that Lieberman 'has abandoned is in no way improper. He and any other American has every
the Francis Howell School District and decided on
right to adhere to his personal beliefs regarding intermarriage. But the rub comes when an adherent to what can be considered an ancient
a bill to sponsor 911 on cell phones, but those were
tribal principle seeks to represent all Americans in an executive office. Some would contend that officeholders ' religious views are irreleminor compared to a ll the decisions I'll have to
vant as long as they don ' t strive to impose them on all Americans . But national political figures are role models for citizens in a way that
make this time around. For most .of you, this is
other elected officials are not.
probably your first presidential e lection, and we all
No one has spoken 'to this point more eloquently than Lieberman himself In his 199& floor speech condemning President Clinton 'S conknow how big that is. But did you know that we
duct· in the Monica S. Lewinsky affair, he argued persuasively that "the president is a role model. And because of his prominence in the
are also electing a governor, lieutenant govemor,
moral authority that l!manat~s from his office, sets standards of behavior for the people he serves." This symbolic responsibility, Liebercongressmen, senator, representatives to the state
man's campaign seems to be saying, also extends to the vice preSIdency.
legislature and numerous other officials? Or that
Were he a vice president affirming his opposition to Jewish intermarriage, the personal would surely be a matter of debate for the pubwe are voting on election reform and a measure to
lic square. By force of his moral authority as vice president, would Leiberman have validated the old-fashioned notion that intermarriage,
stop the construction of all new billboards in cerethnic as well as religious, is a wrong choice for Americans? After nearly 200 years of the enforced segregation of the races, America is at
tain areas? (I know you ' re sick of the 32-and I' ve
long last beginning to rid iiself of its one-time legislated opposition to intermarriage. As uncomfortable as it is to watch Liebern:an publicly
counted-Meramec Cavems billboards along 1-44 .
distance himself from his personal beliefs, his abandonment of his faith's barriers to intermarriage sends a positive message to the nation .
from St. Louis to Rolla). And did 'you know that a
Lieberman' s predicament and its resolution also underscores the need for a new approach to deal.i ng with American diversit y. The batUniversity of Missouri-Rolla professor emeritus,
ties between tribalism and pluralism, separatism and integration , are far from over, and the great wave of post-I 965 immigration makes the
Tom Sager, is running for an office?
search for strategies all the more urgent.
In court, ignorance of the law is no excuse,
The dramatic rise in intermarriage over the past generation is clearly one of the most promi sing trends in the history of U.S. race rela- .
and I would like to say that ignorance of the canditions. While the success of U.S. pluralism doesn't depend on biological mixture, there is no question that the intermingling of peoples of a
dates is also no excuse. 'Everyone on this campus
variety of backgrounds strengthens the national culture. Intermarriage is not only a sign that a person has transcended segregation, either
has access to the intemet, and as usual , it has an
coerced or self"imposed, it is also the most potent illustration of the extent to which ethnicity no longer serves to separate one American
abundance of information. There is help for every
from another.
.
'
stage of cluelessness, from "who are the presidenTo be fair, former presidents and vice presidents no doubt opposed intermarriage of faiths and races. For example, the historical legatial candidates?" to "how did the ' free- love party'
cy of white supremacy and Christian pre-eminence would have forbidden America 's chief executive from marrying anyone who was not
incumbent in the 199th congressional district of
white and Christian . Last February, Bush's controversial appearance at Bob Jones University raised the iss ue of.interracia\.dating, which the
Missouri vote on the 1995 cat litter appropriations
university had banned. A diversifying America, he learned, can no longer afford to validate such strict boundaries amon g groups if the
bill?"
nation 's experiment in plurali sm is going to succeed.
For national questions, a good place to go is
Interestingly, multicultU'rali ~ m, the ideology promoting the co-existence of separate but equal cultures, 'is almost as obsessed with culwww . s p eakout. c o m. This site has a Presidentural and ethnic purity as the seg regation ism that preceded it. While the triumph of multiculturalism has fo stered a healthi er aware ness of
tial vote-matching quiz that asks about two dozen
the cultural contributions of minority Americans, it has also engendered the paroch ial view of ethnicities as static, hermetically sea led
simple questions and then give percentage ratings
museum pieces.
on how the candidates agree with your answers. It
It is well and good to celebrate diversity and the continuity of minority cultures. But it is even more important to acknowledge the alterwill also place you along the liberal/conservative
native process by which America~s of varied backgrounds intersect, metamorphose and create a hybrid America . According to one estimate,
scale. When I took the quiz, I was impressed with
21 percent of the U.S. population w tjl claim mixed ancestry by 2050, meaning some combination of black, ~hite , Latino and Asian . Accordhow well it matched my preferences. The two caningly, the most multiethnic country the world has ever known needs to move beyond multiculturalism toward a new ideology of hybridity
didates I. have been trying to decide between were
that enables us to negotiate our brave new amalgamated world .
at 67 and 71 percent, and my "moderate liberal"
At the very least, Americans would do well to respect their mixed future even as they honor their cultural traditions. With th,e U.S.
rating was absolutely accurate. It did have a few
scheduled to become a majority nonwhite nation sometime around mid-century, we need to figure out how to ma ke a diverse nation hold
surprises, like a Socialist candidate who
together in a world of disappearing boundaries. Now that we've become so good at hi ghlighting ethnic di vers ity, we mig ht one day see fit
to' publicly celebrate ethnic impurity.

see Voting, page 7
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L.A. Times/Washington Post:

Voting

Definite choices on schools

From page 6

The following editorial
appeared in Monday's Los
Angeles Times:

debate on their plans is good for the
nation.
Gore's plan is focused on a popular
idea, and one that's clearly correct:
Teachers need more support. He wants
Fixing the public schools leads Washington to fund the recruitment of I
political opinion polls, a fact not missed millioQ teachers in 10 years, subsidize
by either major presidential candidate. raises, pay for teacher training and
Both Republican George W. Bush and , underwrite bonuses.
Democrat AI Gore propose strong eduHis "cradle-to-grave" education
cation agendas. What the next president plan promises something for just about
needs to do most of all is change the nar- everybody: universal preschool, smaller
row way in which Americans think classes, more charter schools. new
about education.
school construction, more teachers and
Local control of schools is a 350- more college tuition aid. The cost would
year-old tradition dating back to Colo- be an. astonishing $ \"15 billio.n,. which
nial America, and no one wants the fed- would be. financed from federal budget
. eral government to run local schools. surpluses that may not materialize at the
However, educational standards should .predicted levels.
be set in the national interest. American
Bush has a more real-world feel for
competitiveness depends on student education. He takes issue with some silly
achievement, and that should not depend pet issues of extreme elements in his
on the state or city or school district party, such as the notion that the federal
where a child happens to live.
government should have no role in eduThe federal government currently cation. He emphasizes accountability,
funds only 7 percent of spending on pub- higher expectations, more rigorous acalic education. That figure, under either a demic standards and closing the achieveGore admi nistration or a Bush admi nis- ment gap between low-income and more
tration, is expected to rise. This must· affi uent students. On this issue, he is
become an ongoing campaign that largely his own man.
extends far beyond November.
Bush's ncading plan targets poor
Improving education is a central children and their teachers in the primary
campaign theme for both Vic.e President grades. His mandatory state testing proGore and Texas Gov. Bush, and the posal for "grades three to eight is bener

Fe

seemed to come out of nowhere. Vote Smart, http://www. ,vote-srn.J
. than Gore's proposal for voluntary tests art .org/, has a presidential selector and a congressional selector, and
or mandatory national student-sampling calls itself the best site on the net for unbiased information . The pre.sidential
tests limited to two grades starting in selector is very detailed , and I found my attention span painfuliy short. The
2004. Students should be tested yearly congressional selector for the state of Missouri promises to be online very
on exams tied to standarils, Iike the soon.
Texas ASsessment of Academic Skills,
For questions closer to home, the Phelps ' County Clerks office,
to give teachers and administrators the http :/ /www.rollanet.org/-coclerl</elect.htrnl, has a webinformation they need to ensure that page devoted to the candidates listed on the ballot here. The Missouri Secremore children make the grade.
tary of St'ate, http ://rnosl . sos.state . mo. us/, does one' better and
Under the Bush plan, high-poverty lists not only the candidates but also the links to their websites.
schools that fail to improve for three
If you plan on voting for one of the numerous third party candidates,
years would forfeit federal aid knoWl1 as you might be well advised to check out their party's platform. You might, as
Title I. That money would be given to I did, find some unpleasant surprises. For instance, while I c.onsider myself
parents in the form of vouchers. The an environmentalist, I did not at all agree with the Green P;trty stance on ecoapproach assumes that 'Iosing money nom iCS, such a-s a $12.50 minimum wage. The main sites for most parties can
~ould motivate poor schools 'to improve be found by typing "Political Party" into any web browser.
,
and that just $1,500 would 'allow poor
The final step in all this political mayhem is, of course, to registe;:- to
parents to transfer a child to a bener pub- . vote. If you were alrC(,ady registered, I would strongly urge you change your
lic school or put him or her in private or registration to Phelps County. You live here nine months _ourofthe year and
parochial school. How would Bush as much as you hate to admit, you are a part of Rolla. UMR has around 4.,000
demand accountability from thosle students; Rolla has a population of around 15,000. We are almost one-third
schools? It's a part of his education plan of this town . Our census information was collected here for a.reason.
that doesn't seem thought through.
It's easier than you think to register or change your registration. The
Bush's leadership quotient in edu- ASUM office, upstairs in University Center-West, has everything you need
cation, however, is more impressive than to do it. When I went, they were extremely nice and helpful, handed me
that of Gore. The Texas Republican has information on the candidates gave me directions to my polling place and'
been more willing to take the risks nec- only requested a photo 10 in return . Even though th ~Y' re lobbyists, they
essary to bui.\d bridges across what used won't bite, and unlike some other UMR groups, they actually know what
to be enemy lines. His tenure as an "edu- they ' re doing. cation govemor" shows him to have
Now if all this heavy, responsible decision making gets you down, try
promise as a .Ieader. On education, http://www.george-w-dance.hornepage.com/ to see a certain
Bush's focus, even if imperfect on some governor boogie down to an appropriate Eric Clapton song. Republicans try
of the specifics, is preferable to Gore's not to take offense: .lt's not like you don't do the same sorts of things to the
man who "invented the internet.:'
"something for everyone" promises.

Miner Question of the Week

by: Brandon Belvin

What should UMR do to improve campus 'parking?
Erin Smith
Freshman
Undecided Engin eering

,Brian Epperson
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

Ling Te
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

'They should build a
parking garage . They
have a lot of parking lots,
they just need to build
them up."

"They should make' it free
to everybody, instead of (
red lots, gold lots and silver lots."

"They need to have more
security. That's it."

Steve Heimann
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

Lucie Johannes
Senior
Metallurgical Eng.

Michael Thomas-Boschert

"They should probably
put in a couple new parking ga rages. They have
the the space for a couple
multi-level parking
garages. "

" They should build a huge
parking garage on the
other side of 63 from
McNutt and let anyone
park there that wants to."

" I don't really know.
always walk."

Freshman
Computer Science
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Football lose s to Truman 49·0, page 9
M e n's so c cer drops close game, page 10.
Women's soccer loses two, page 9

September 27, 2000
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SEAN ZUCKERMAN

Sports Editor
of the Missouri Miner

A fter starting the season off on
a two game w inning streak, the· Unive rsity of Mi ssouri-Ro ll a's foo tball
team has now begun _a tw.o game
losing streak.
A fte r com ing off a gam e
against M issouri Western in whic h
they lost 63-0 including seven fumbl es, th e team was look ing to
impro ve 'upon their ea rli er s u cc~ss
againsi Trum an State.
" We thoug ht Trum an was a
ga me we 'could reall y compete in
more so than Mi ssouri Western. I' m
kind of disappo inted we can' t do
be ter. We haven ' t been play ing we ll ,
and we ' re going again st· teams that
are playing well. Like I said, we' re
not phiy ing so well , and that's how
y ou get lopsided scores like our past
two gam es," Head coach Ki rby
Canno n said .
The team 's offense d id im prove
marked ly. T he prev ious week, the
Min ers on ly m anaged to accu mul ate
109 yards of total offense, 46 of
whic h came from rushin g. Against
Truman the offense managed to rack
up 188 yards. 94 of those yards

came from the pass ing game, w hich
had been the Miner's weak point
earl y in the season.
" Frustration is the · word. At
ti mes we' ve shown the a bil ity to
move th e ball. I th ink the big p lays
have been take n away from us by
the oppos ing team 's defense. We've
j ust go to readjust ourselves. We
need to run a lot of good plays
instead o f hoping to crack that one
big p lay like we've been do ing. It 's
going to take a lot of di sc ipline an d
a lot of good play to run a 12-pl ay
drive. Most of the tim e we string
together several good runs and then
we bog down eithe r because of a
penalty or by a mi scue," Cannon
said .
Quarterback Scott Brown completed ten of 15 passes for a total of
83 yards. His cohort, Mi ke
Mahoney, hooked up on two of his
'seven atte mpts for II add itional
y ard s. Juni or runnin g back Ken
Okw uonu tallied 36 yards on his 20
carri es. Wi th those 36 ya rds,
Okwuonu moves into fourt h on the'
all-t ime rus hi ng list of Miners wi th
1,734.
T he defe nse. however, all owed
over 600 yards of offense fo r the
second straight week. The yards
were even ly sp lit between rush ing

Bryan Johnson connects with a Kenutcky Wesleyan player during the season opener on .
Sept. 2. The Miners lost this past weekend against Truman State 0-49. The team is now 2-.2
on the season and faces Emporia State t his week!!nd on the road. photo by Mike Droszcz
an d pass ing w ith 301 and 320
respectively. T rum an's quarterback,
Eric Howe, was 16 for 2 I fo r a to tal
of 276 of the 62 1 ya rds.
"O ur ability to cove'r the pass
and rus h the passer is not up to what
it co ul d be. Both Truman and Missou ri Western threw for large
amo unts of yards. Right now we're
not p laying we ll on defense. We 've
had to recommit to the basics and
get ou r feet back on the grol' nd.

Some of the cred it also has to go to
Missouri Western and T rum an. Both
of those teams have done that to
other schoo ls, and I expect both of
the m to end up in the top half of the
[M id-America Intercolleg iate Athlet ic Associat ion]," Can non said .
On a· positiv'e note, Ste rling
Hodri ck made two inte rceptio ns fo r
the Miners bringing hi s season total
to three and plac ing him atop the
M id-America Interco ll egiate At h-

letic Association fo r interceptions.
Craig Ke rn had the third inte rception of the day.
Th is win was Truman 's 17th
consecutive win over UMR.
"Some of [the streaks] occur
either because. you' re beating the m
consecutively or they ' re beating
you consecutive ly. s..ome of those
w ins occurred in yea rs where UMR .

see Football, page 12

Women's soccer loses to William Woods in final minutes
'neering

By TJ

NtSf,tIMOTO

of the Missouri Miner

emore

."

The Lady Miners came into this
week with three straight wins as
well as hav ing close to fo ur consecuti ve hours of shutouts. T he Lady
Miners had games against No rtheastern State Un iversity and Wi ll iam
Woods Uni versity.
A w innin g
preceden t was on the side of the
Uni versity of M issouri-Ro ll a. T he
the
Lady Miners re ll 2.1- in both
meetings. Neither of UMR 's oppO:nents are top ranked teams, yet they
proved to be too much for the Lady
Miners to overcome.
The first opponent for the week
was Northeastern State. Northeastern State was 3-2 l:oming into this
game and had just beaten their last
opponent by eight goals. The Lady
Miners traveled to Tahlequah, Okla.
to take on their opponents.
Northeastern opened earl y wi th
a goal by Meli ssa Baker off an assist
just past the four and a half minute
mark. Play continued score less until
Kacey Morris, a sophomore with the
Lady M iners, sco red her first goal of
the season just after 47 m inutes of

of

)Schell

w. I

play. The game was tied 1- I and
there was a lot of time left to play.
Then , Northeastern broke the tie
with an unassisted goa l making the
score 2-1 . The deficit was too large
fo r the Lady Miners to overcome.
The winning streak was ended and
the ir record stood at 4-3.
The next oppo nent the Lady
Min ers wo ul d face wa~ Will iam
Woods.
Woods had not won at
UM R s ince 1990. The Lady Miners
have not lost back-to-back games
. this year. However, history wou ld
not repeat itse lf on this day.
Play was scoreless thro ugh the
first half. UMR came out more
aggressive in the second half. UMR
wen t into the lead off the foot of
Barb Porter, a freshman midfielder.
Traci Ho lcomb got the assist. It
took almost 80 mi nutes to get the
. first goal , but it wou ld not be the
last. Woods answered just six minuies later with an unassisted goal by
Meghan Fowler.
With the score tied I- I and wi t~
only fifteen minutes left of play, it
was anybody's game. Woods got the
game-winning goa l with only 1:30
left to play. Despite one last offensive attack by UMR. the game ended

in a 2-1 loss. UMR ou t s hot Woods
24-9 during the game. The problem
was getting the ball to fall. UMR
cou ld not capitalize on their opportunities despite numerous attempts.
Thi s is the first tim e the Lady Mi ners have lost two straig ht this year.
T he nex t game wi ll ma tc h
UMR with Central Missouri State.
Game time is 2 p.m . on Saturday,
Sept. 30 a t the soccer complex.
Centra l is 5-4 comi ng into 't his
game. In addi ti on, they wo n their

las t game against nOne othe r than
Woods by a score of 3- I. Central
has the best overall win -loss per·
centage in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic Assoc iat ion and
wi ll be ·a deci sive game in the. confere nce .. However, Central has lost
their on Iy game against a ra nked
team and UMR has successfu ll y
de feated a 'top ranked oppone nt in
Nort hern Ke ntucky. Central is currently ranked 35 with UMR a littl e
behind at 64.

Thi s is UMR's second MIAA
conference game but it is Central 's
fi rst. UMR is already I -0 in conference pl ay and hope to ex te nd the
streak even further .
Congratulations to Lizz Szkryba lo for being named MIAA Player
of the Week for the second week in
a row. Th e senior forwa rd rece ived
this distinction based upon he r fo ur
goals and two assists in the games
with Northwest and Hard ing.

Saturday, Sept. 30 at Meramec Comm. College Tourney -- noon VS. Meramec
CC and 1:30 p.m. vs. Southwestern IIlir}ois CC
Friday, Oct. 6 at 3 p.m., HOME VS. Lincoln (doubleheader)
Saturday,Oct. 7 at 10:00 a.m ., HOME -- Alumni Game
Oct 14 at Meramec CC Tourney -- noon VS. Columbia College and
1:30 p.m. vS.Meramec CC
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Men's soccer splits two games last week, now 6-1
was looking past the game anJt hat they were not
ready to play.
tven though the team was not menta ll y prepared, the game started ofT with a goal by the Miners in the twelfth minute. After the ball was
crossed, sen ior Chris Leonard headed the ball
towards the goal. The goalie deflected it to where
Leonard and junior Hass Jass im were t~ ere to
score the goal.
The game stayed 1-0 to halftime. After the
ha lf the Miners came out flat and did not capitalize on opportunit ies.
" We were n't composed in front of the goa l,"
Stuhlsatz said. "The shots we took went wide and
over the goal, anyw here but in ."
The Miners had 16 shots on goal and fo ur
comer kicks. Wi lliam Woods~ h ad only nine shots

By BARB PORTER

of the Missouri Miner

Co ming into Saturda y's ga me against
William Woods University; the Miners were one
o f six teams in Division II soccer that had not lost
or tied a ga me in the 2000 season. That all ended
a fter their 2- 1 loss to William Woods, a NAIA
school.
"We knew that they (Wi lliam Woods) were
goi ng to come to play,". junior goalkeeper Todd
Wilfling said , "but we also expected to wi n."
After w ins over Northeastern State and
IPFW, a win over William Woods seemed obtainable. Sen ior forward BJ Stuhlsatz felt that the team

'.

'

and twe comer kicks.
"They had fewer opportunities to score,"
Wi lfl ing said, "but they capitalized on their opportunities, we didn 't."
In the 64th minute William Woods tied up the
game. After a light foul by a Miner midfielder, the
Owls had a free kick 35 yards out from the goal. It
was crossed into the box and was headed in by
Lome McPhe rson, just over the outstretched hands
.
ofWilflin g.
The gam~ was tied unti l j ust past the 72mi nute mark, when Wi lliam' Woods scored the
game-win ing goal. Vegard Widmer had a shot 25

yards out, where' the ball deflected ofT a Miner
defender and into the upper ninety section of the
goal.
"It was the classic case of the better team not
win ning," senior mid fielder Joe Youn'g said of
the loss. "We were unable to finish and that was
the key to the game."
" If we had to lose a game, this was a good
game to lose," Wil fling said. "The loss will not
efTect our chances of making it the NCAA Division II National Tournament and it takes pressure
ofT of us. We won' t be worrying so much about
staying undefeated, now we can just play."

. Miner Match-up
Men's Soccer
UMR
vs .
Midwestern State
Friday, Sept. 29
Kickoff 7 p.m :
UMR Soccer C0mplex

Hass Jassim maneuvers around the St. Joseph 's defender in their game on
Sept. 2. The men won 2-1 against Northeaste rn State on Wednesday, Sept.
20 and then lost 2-1 to William Woods on Saturday, Sept. 23.
photo by Mike Droszcz
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Miner Match-up
.
Cross Country
UMR
at
Mi",er Invitational
Saturday, Sept. 30
Rolla, Mo.
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Olympic Update

_off. a /.1'mer

<:tllon of~e

.

Country

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Total

USA

23

14

21

58

China

21

14

13

48

Russia

14

14

19

47

. 12

20

11

43

12

13

6

31

I'

Australia

France

Laura Wilkinson- gold 10m platform diving
Stacy Dragila- gold pole vaulting
Anthony Ervin- gold 50m freestyle (tied)
Gary Hall, Jr.- gold·50m freestyle (tied)

4x100 Medley Relay: Lenny Krazelburg, Ed Moses, Ian Crocker, Gary Hall, Jr.
gold , world record
4x100 Medley Relay: BJ Bedford , Megan Quann, Jenny Thompson, Dara Totres
gold, world record

Should it be guilt by association for Marion Jones?
We have a tendency to reduce athletes basketball despite the promise of a pro
to their simplest form rather than recog- . career, deciding instead to return to her
nize the complexity that coexists, some- neglected first love, the track. They
o~ the L.A. TimesNIashington Post
times happily, in them. So C.J. Hunter were married in October I 998, despite
It's not easy being Mr. Marion
unrelenting gossip within the sport that
is a large man with an unfortunate pubJones, and the job just got harder. If he
lic scowl (Sports Illustrated called him
he was a combination of Svengali and
were any other 330-pound shot putter,
"menacing,") and Marion Jones is a gold digger. He gained a further reputaC.J. Hunter would be just another posislim and seemingly defenseless young tion for meddling when Jones hired his .
tive drug test in a sport full of them. But
woman, and now that he has tested pos- best friend, T revor Graham, as her
he's not. He's a massive presence with
itive in a sport in which anabolics are as coach, and his agent, Charles Wells, as
a perpetual glower and biceps that look
her .agent. Hunter didn't help matters
common as aspirin, we can 't acknow~
like flotation devices, and he is one of
with his defensiven~ss. In 1998, followedge that he might be tender and devotthe more intensely disliked men in track
ed to his wife, and that she might have ing a meet in Zurich, .Switzerland, a
and field by virtue ~f whom he married.
reason to be devoted back.
reROrter asked Jones, "There are reports
They seem mismatched, the specJones and Hunter are familiar with your mother is not happy about your
tral young sprinter and her hulking husthis exercise. For
long as they've wedding." Jones shrugged off the quesband, and the visceral impact of them
tion and jogged away, but Hunter
known each other, they have been subtogether makes people uncomfortable.
ject to a measure of distortion. They accosted the journalist. " You are a
Tjley ask, like iIle Joe Jackson tune, " Is
began dating in early 1996, when he (expletive) idiot," he said. She Really Going Out With Him?"
"C.J . is very protective." Jones has
was an assistant1rack and field coach at
There are two truths here. One
the University of North Carolina, and said. "People might say he's very postruth is that H.unter, the reigning world
she was an undergraduate. Hunter was sessive. He's very blunt, he says what
champion in the shot Pllt, tested posiseven years her senior, a divorcee w ith he thinks. He's big. So maybe they find
tive for the ballned performancetwo small children, and they were a him intimidating. But people who know
enhancing drug nandrolone during a
minor campus scandal. .
him know better. He's a teddy bear."
meet in Oslo," Norway, in July. The
Jones' basketball coach, Sylvia
The reality of their marriage is that
lAAF, the goveming body of track and
Hatchell, was not thrilled with the relait is pretty mundane. On occasion, they
field , co~firmed that Monday. The
tionship. 'Til be honest with you, I have revealed these harmless bits of
other truth is that Jones and Hunter
wasn't really crazy about it when she their domestic life: he makes her bacon
bother people. They bothered people
started seeing C.J.," Hatchell says. " I and eggs, and he talks to her when she
long before Hunter was publicly identiwas . trying to protect her. It was can 't sleep. They are so ridiculously
fied as a drug cheat. and you could tell
fond of their dogs, a chow named Izzy
touchy;"
they bothered 'people because Hunter
Hunter resolved the situation by
and a mastiff named Polly, that they call
was always described in monstrous
home and talk to them on the phone.
resigning from his job and propos ing.
terms, and Jones was always enduring
He makes no apology for falling' for When the dogs hear her voice. their
suggestions that ·she had married oddly:
Jones. " I don ' t talk much and neither tai ls wag. The couple seem content.
or badly.
During their marriage, Jones has
does she," he said. " We just connect.
'.'People say I' m not good for her,"
She's my ' best friend . And that 's all I' ll become a world champion, run the secHunter said during a~ interview a year,
ond-fastest 100 meters and blossomed
say about it."
ago as he watched Jones practice near
With Hunter 's encouragement,
into a Nike icon and a huge commerci~1
their home in Raleig h, N.C.
Jones graduated on schedule and quit
enterprise.

By

SALLY JENKINS

as

meon
Sept.
Iroszcz

I

" Since we've been together s he's
had the most success she's ever had,"
Hunter said. "It's the first time s he 's
been truly happy, and she's now one of
the most popular athletes on il)e planet.
So I g uess I'm not doing everything
altogether wrong."
With the positive drug test resu lt,
there are those who will say Hunter has
been too good for Jones. T hey will
examine her times in the 100 and the
200 with a magnifYing glass, searching
out evidence that they are tainted.
Hunter will be vilified for casting suspicion on Jones, and for disrupting her
attempt to win an unprecedented five
gold medals. The enmity toward him
wi ll be at least in part a reaction to how
small she seems beside him .
.
But appearances are deceiving .in
her case, too. Jones is a 24-year-old
with forthright brown eyes 'and a slim
and upright build (5 feet 10, 149
pounds), and when she runs, she seems
to leave her own body behind. But she
has .as much competitive mettle ';S any

ath lete here. "Marion is not as nice as
you think she is," Hunter says. As a kid
growing up in southern California, she
was a notorious neighborhood tough.
She never owned dolls. " I wou ldn 't
play with them. I never had them," she
says. She liked snakes, she wasn 't
afraid of the dark, and her legs were
striped with black-and-blue marks. The
neighborhood kids called her "Hard
Nails." "She's got more talen t than anyone on this planet, but it 's guts first,"
says her coach, Graham. "She doesn 't
complain, she doesn't break aown, she
can withstand a whole lot of work. All
of that winds up in her heart."
It's too easy and too early to portray Hunter as an ugly arch-vill~in who
has ruined the Olympics of his splendid
wife, the fastest woman in the world. To
draw sweeping conclusions based not
just on their appearances, but their
appearances alongside each other, says
more about us than it does abo ut Mr.
and Mrs. Marion Jones.

Miner Match-up
Women's Soccer
lJMR ·vs.
Central Missouri St<;lte
.-

Saturday, Sept. 30
Kickoff 2 p.m.
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Miner Sports Recap

.

Women's Soccer:

Men's Soccer:

Football:

UMR1
Northeastern State 2
VVednesday, Sept 20

UMR 2
Northeastern State 1
VVednesday, Sept. 20

UMRO
Truman State 49
Saturday, Sept. 23

Kacey Morris 1 goal
Ana Mora 4 saves
UMR 13 shots on goal

Aaron Ogorzalek 1 goal
Greg Naslund 1 goal
Todd VVilfling 4 saves

UMR
000 0-0
MVVSC 72114 7-49

UMR1
VViliiam VVoods 2
Sunday, Sept. 23

UMR 1
VViliiam Woods 2
Sunday, Sept. 23

Barb Porter 1- goal
Traci Holcomb 1 assist
Ana Mora 3 saves

Hass Jassim 1 goal
Todd VVilfling 4 saves
UMR 16 shots on goal

Offense:
Ken Okuonu 36 yards
rushing, 20 carries
Sam Pett~ 37 yards receiving, 6 pas es
Sterling Hodrick 2 interceptions
Defense:
Drew Bullocks 14 tackles
Sterling Hodrick 6 tackles

Cross Country ,
At Southern Stampede
Saturday, Sept.16

VVome 's (6k):
11 of 3
35. Kim HOffman, 23:54
41 . Sondra Werry, 24:07
53. Kate Ham ra, 24:48
71. Sarah Thompson, 26:22
81. Jennie Garrison, 28:03

Football
From page 9

HBE Corporation, a leader in the designlbuild industry, has the following opportunities
available :
CIVIL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in construction management. BSCE degree required .
Design experience.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: BSEE degree, emphasis in power distribution, motor cOntrols,
and/or lighting. Design experience .
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in HVAC design, plumbing design, mechanical
equipment specifications. or mechanical deSign. BSME degree.
CAD experience in AutoCAD, ReI. 14 or 2000 experience is a definite plus. Graduate degrees

are a plus. Excellent Communication skills.
I

HBE Corporation offers a comprehensive benefits package and opportunities for advancement.
For immediate consideration , send your resume with references and salary information or see us
at the Engineering Career Fair on September 28, 2000 or at the on-campus interviews on October
4, 2000, Send your resumes to:
Director of Personnel
HBE Corporation
11330 Olive Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63141
Phone: (314) 567-9000
Fax: (314)567~2
E-mail: prsnl.hbe@hbecorp.com
Website: www.hbecorp.com
E.O.E. M/FIDN

.
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has had fine football teams. I
reall y think things like that are
co in c id ental. Some years they
we re good and beat us, and other
years they weren ' t and still beat
us. I' m not too worried. We're
not going to spend too much
tim e lingering on it," Cannon
said a bout the losing streak
against Truman ,
Next up for the Miners is
Empo ria State on Saturday,
Sept. 30 UMR is currently 0-2
in the Mid·America Intercollegiate Athletic Association while
Emporia is I-I . Emporia is coming off of a home victory against
Misso uri Southern to even their
MIAA record . The Hornets have
beate n UMR for the last five
meetin gs of the ·teams, including
a 48 ·6 victory in Rolla last year.
" Empori a State is a completely different style of offense
than we ' ve seen in .the ' last 4
wee ks. They would rather run
the ball th an throw it like Truma n a nd Mi ssouri We stern .
Th ey've got a tailback trans fer
from th e University of Nebraska
wh o is a starter, so they' re defi ·
nit ely pl a nning on running tire
ba ll. Defe nsive ly Emporia is a
ve ry ru gged , physical team, One
thing is fo r sure , we' re goin g to
ha ve to do a lot of thin gs ri ght to
move the ball on Saturday,"
Cannon said .
The M iner 's ne xt home
game is Saturd ay, Oct. 7 at I
p.m. aga in s t Wa shburn , Thi s
game w ill fe ature coron ation of
the Homecoming Ro ya lt y.

e
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CD Review : is doesn 't c ut it, page 14
G&G: Ele ctric cars, pa ge 14
Game of Week: Sta r Trek, page 16
Page 13

So lar Ca r Team destined for success
ag ai n this ye ar with new car design
By SARAH COWAN

of the Missouri Miner

After much success, Solar Miner II is
b'e ing retired and Solar Miner III will take its
place. Solar Miner III; the new solar car representing the University of Missouri - Rolla
w~1 be better than Solar Miner II, though
Solar Miner II has raced more than all UMR
solar cars of the past combined .
Nathan Rues, Vice President of Desi gn
and Manufactu ring of the solar car, has seen
Solar Miner II race in Sunrace, American
. Solar Challenge , World Solar Challenge and
Formula Sun .
"Formula Sun was thi s summer,"
explained Rues. 'The race was held in Topeka, Kan. It is not a cross-cou ntry race; it is
around a formula track. It was ' a three-day
race and the class divisions were based on
technolog y used . We w~re in the stock class.
W~ also entered in the open race. We 'won our
class and got second place overall. Thi s race
is new and will be a yearly race. We plan on
entering the race this coming summer"
. Yearly races are new to the Solar Car
world. In years past, college teams spent a
year on design and a -year on. manufactu ring
and raced a car once every two years. This
seems to be a thing of the past.
"Before 1999, we would race once every
two years," Rues said . "Sunrace was held
every other · summer. Sunrace is no longer
being held. American Solar Challenge is the
new national raCe. With that race and other
new-races , we [lope to race four times with the
same car where it was only. one race in the
past."
Solar Mim;r III, which will run at least 3
races in the United States, is in the beginning
stages of manufactu ring.
"We have tne maj~rity of our design
done," said Gail Lueck, P.resident of the UMR
Solar Car Team. "We are beginning on the

manufactu ring of the car. "-------------------------'-'---------~----
Solar Miner l[l will be
unveiled at this year 's St.
Patrick 's Day celebratio n."
Tne new solar. car will
be better all-around than
Solar Miner II.
"Sol ar Miner III wilI"
be lighter, more sleek, more
aerodynam ic , ha ve more
power and will be more
efficient ," Lueck said. " We
are making every component from Solar Miller II
- better in one way or another to make Sol ar Miner Ill."
One race planned for
Solar Miner III is scbeduled
for this summer. AmericanSolar Cballenge will begin
in Chicago and end in Los
Angles. Traveling alon g
Route 66, American Solar '
Challenge truly will be a
challenge this summer.
"American Solar Challenge is the big race we are
designing the car for," .R ues
said. "It will be the longest,
hardest solar car race ever. This .i s a photo of the race crew which represen
ted the team in the inaugural Formula Sun
With the ' new race comes Grand Prix in May 2000. The car,
Solar Miner II, finished first in the Stock Class and secnew rules and changes to ond overall.
photo courtesy of Solar Car Team
current rules . The changes
are challengin g for des ign , but could make 'wi II have to stop here and sp~nd the night.
hopes to win the race here and get a chance to
this race a lot better thim races of the past."
Whoever 'gets to California first from here compete in Australia.
The race route of American Solar ' Chal- wins the race."
" We work hard on our car and it is the
lenge will bring the teams through Rolla.
The World Solar Challenge follows the most rewarding to see
a car you have worked
Since UMR and 'its students have done so American Solar Challenge in November
. so hard to design and blfild win first place out
much to mak~ American Solar Challenge pos- World Solar Challenge is held in Austr~lia .
of a group of really good cars," said Rues.
sihle, Rolla will be rewarded with the only There is no qualifier for the race; the only
"And getting to go to Australia and compete
scheduled stop of the race.
st ipulation is that teams get themselve s and against the
.
world is no small feat," Lueck
" On the way, the race will come through
their car to Australia.
said . "We are working hard to make Solar
Rolla in July, around the 15th and 16th," said
The entry fee for World Solar Challenge Miner III the best and
we hope we can prove
Rues . "Rolla is the only scheduled stop is paid for the winning team of American that
it is.'"
throughou t the race . This means every team Solar Challenge . The UMR Solar Car T~am

·Or. Susan Mu rra y nam ed Woman of the Year 2000
By SARAH COWAN

qualified her for this honor.
Texas A&M and from 1985 to 1990 she was Lead Indus"It was a combination of things that qualified me for
trial Engineer at LTV Aerospace and Defense Corporation
this award," Murray said. "The teaching awards I have
in Dallas, Texas. She con~nued to work in her field after
The University of Missouri-Rolla Woman of the received, the service
work [ have done and the things I receiving her Masters and her Doctorate
degrees, and she
Year award is given annually around the end of women's have done
to help female students in particular were knows what it's like to be a woman
in' engineering.
history month. The Chancellor physically hands the rewarded."
·
" Being a woman in my field has its challenges,"
award to a woman chosen by a committee of faculty, staff
Of the things Murray has accomplished, sh~ is most Murray said, "When I was
an undergraduate there were no .
and students~ The Woman of the Year receives money to ~ proud·ofbe
ing a successful instructor.
female professors. I had my bachelor's degree before I
be used for academic purposes and a gift certifi~te to
"I arn most proud of having done a good job of even met a female with a
degree in engineering. I have
Tiffany's.
teaching," Murray said. "The most important job ofa pro- usually been the only
female working in a company as an
The woman of the year for 2000 is Dr. Susan Mur- fessor is to teach."
engineer, and often I have been the first female with my
ray. Murray, whose long resume includes being an expert
Murray has been an assistant professor In the Engi- position. There are advantages
and disaavantages to being
Dr. Susan Murray,
witness in court cases conc:eming workplace safety and
neering Management Department at UMR since [994. a woman.in my field . But,
l'get through the disadvantages
' being an assistant professor at UMR, was surprised to ~ Since then
asst. professor in
she has enjoyed working with the students at and try to make the most of the advantages
and hope that
Engineering Manage- honored with this award.
UMR.
in the cosmic scheme everything works out."
"When I res:eived the award I was pleasantly surment is the Woman
"The thing I. enjoy most about being a professor at
Murray enjoys the wor~ she does for UMR and her
prised," said Murray.
UMR is the interaction with students," Murray said. "The plans for the future show
of the Year for 2000.
it.
Though receiving this award was unexpected for students at UMR
are capable and very eager to learn."
photo by Kristen
"I enjoy what I'm doing and I don 't plan on making
Murray, she said it was not a single accomplishment that
Murray received her Bachelors degree in 1985 for any changes," said Murray.
Defiiippo
of the Missouri Miner
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CD Review:

Warning to buyers,
you won't like this
By

H
Ma
pel
Ih
fat

REBECCA LEXA

'of the Missouri Miner

Do not consider this a CD review. Consider this a CD warning, specifically
to alert listeners to a new wave of teeny bopper pop. Arriving in the void left by
the Spice Girls, is is a quintet of stereotypical late-teens to early-twenties women
who prefer to look like girls witH the latest trends in translucent fabrics and Koolaid hair colors. Guess they couldn't let the boys have all the fun .
Actually, they're not all that horrible. Their voices aren't too bad. Maybe if
they'd been given a chance to be original instead of slapping together yet another
cutesy "girl band," they'd be decent musicians instead of a wannabe fad. is, however, tries to be different by being distinctly international (they hail from places
such as France, Israel and Mexico.) This cosmopolitan viewpoint does little to
improve the quality of their music. Past track records with saccharine little boy and
girl bands show that most likely Tal, Andi, Gaby, Christina and Kate will be out on
the streets again in S years, maximum. Or maybe not-a Yahoo! search for is
responded with everything trom the band's less-than-useful web site.
The music itself is nothing special. Five semi-sopranos with some training in
five-part vocals, the typical drum machine-backed teeny-pop instrumentals and
wannabe Madonna songs make up this CD. Occasionally there is a slight change,
but most of the songs sound alike.
"Ladidi Ladida" adds in a bit of Jennifer Lopez with a Larino twist at points,
but the bulk ofth;"s ditty is tile same old thing. The content isn 't exactly innocentthe girls talking to their boyfriends about how they won ' t sleep with them until they
know them better. "I'll let you touch my/lf rcan get a taste of your.. .! wanna see
you come into my lifelBefore I give you some." This is what we want our 12-yearold sisters listening to? Ladidi, lad ida, indeed."Distract.ed" is is 's first release. It's all about being so infatuated with a boy
(the main singer referS to' herself as a "young girl") that she can 't study, make coffee, or even listen to music. '1-rying to stayed focused on the things I'm s'posed to
dolBut before I know it my attention's back on you ... You 've got me any dayll'm
captive." Interesring how a song about puppy love follows one about sex, both
aimed at preteen listeners.
"Scream Shout" is another spicy song that actually sounds promising in the
beginning. Yet it decomposes into yet another shallow piece of tripe, all about partYing. "Don't bring your boyfriend unless he's fine/Dress him up sexy... "
Admittedly it has a very catchy dance beat,- but would do mucn better with
new lyrics and new voices. Srill, the line "Y2K 's over/And we all survivedlNo
Armageddon" is a nice smart-aleck rebuttal to the world of Chicken ·Littles. Basically, it is·a song about letting go and having fun, nothing overly serious, but with
little ·substance.
. "The Recipe" is somewhat better. Rather than being focused on sex and cute
guys, it starts out with " I don 't like paying gamesll don 't get off that waylMy heart
is ready to tell it like it i~." Still, it has the usual badly written fluff lyrics "Here is
the recipe/For bringing you to me." Although the message is pretty good, the ~eliv- _
ery is severely lacking and could have been written by any heart-stricken'junior
high girl.
The band gets all soft and lovey-dovey with "That 's What Love Will Do
(They Say)." More mediocre rhymes: "Sometimes I hate you/But I love you
toolWanna run awaylThen I run to you." The recurring theme is "they say" and
then a list of all things that either love or infatuation bri ng about. It's nothing worth
listening to more than once.
" First Kiss" has a cool. harpsichord background, but not much else. This song
obsesses about what the first kiss will be about. Full of bad cliches and more poor
rhymi~g, this turns out to be one of the most annoying tunes on the album.
Overall, is is a bad idea. It targets preteen girls and extols the virtues of needing a boyfriend and his sexy body, all wrapped up in a materialistic little package
("Mommy, can I have a see-through white dress too?"). Serious listeners should be
advised that this album can be judged by its cover and hopefull y the world will be
ab le to avoid this supposed band before they manage to fuel yet ano ther three-year
generation of bad music.
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The new pop band, is, has recently released their album featuring several upbeat songs.
photo courtesy of Giant Records

Grease & Gears:

Electric cars are not a new concept
By JOSH

MARTIN

of the Missouri Miner

To many people the electric car
concept it a relatively new one. We
think of the electric cars from General
Motors and Honda as being machines
of the future with cool names like the
EV J. So if you happen to be at a stoplight pext to Dr. Norman Cox and his
Volkswagen Rabbit, it would seem
very strange to see the car take off
without the normal rumble and rattle of
an internal combustion engine. Dr.
Cox, a professor in the Electrical Engineering department here at UMR, converted the little Volkswagen to electric
power fourteen years ago and has been
enjoying driving it without gasoline,
oi I changes, radiator leaks and the like
since then. Until my interview with Dr.
Cox, I too thought electrically powered
cars were a new idea, but according to
Cox, many ca.1; trom the earlier part of
the twentieth century were electrically
powered. He also said that at the time
when he built his car there were about
seventy-five companies in the United
States that produced electric vehicles,
although most were very small operations.

Electric cars are not a new concept for Cox, either. "I'd been interested in then ever since I was young," he
said. Converting a car trom gas to
electric power is not a simple task, but
Dr. Cox was ambitious. Although he
built the car over a span of eleven
months, he said, "I'd dreamed about
this and planned it and done my homework for three years befo~e. " Also,
going to an electric car competirion in
California and the Electric Auto Association helPed give him the support and
nerve to tackle the conversion.
When selecring a car for his project, Cox had some important criterion
to consider. He needed a car that was
lightweight, structurally sound and reasonably aerodynamic. For the conver. sion he used deep cycle-lead acid batteries. He has seventeen six-volt batteries set up in series, which add "about a
thousand pounds" to the car. However,
he said the added weighl still does not
overload the chassis components.
The car is capable of producing twenty-one horsepower coniinuously, but
can make up to' sixty horsepower for
short periods of time, Like a gasoline.
powered car, the electric car 's range
depends on how it's driven. Cox 's car

can go sixty miles at forty-five miles
per hour. Going faster depletes the
charge more quickly, and driving slower gives him more range. The finished
project is ' very reliable; besides the
replacement of old batteries, the electrical system has only malfuncrioned
once.

Along with the vehicle itself, Dr.
Cox built two devices to charge it. The
first is a specially constructed switching charger that he uses to recharge it at
home. The other is a device to prevent
him from becoming stranded should he
run out of juice. "In '9S I built this
thing I call a universal power converter," said Cox. His power converter is
small, lightweight, and allows him to
charge the batteries off of almost any
source of electricity.
The electric car is not without its
downfalls, but there are significant
plusses. It uses no gas, does not release
any pollurion, and as Cox. noted, "It's
just a pleasurel to drive," Cox mentioned the idea of adding solar panels
to his car in the future to make it more
versatile, If he does, the car will never
again be mistaken for a stock Rabbit

Financial Aid Information
is ONLINE!!!
,
For the latest information on scholarships and other available financial aid, visit the financial aid website at:
http://www.umr.edu/admissions/afford.html
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Hal Holbrook was
Mark Twain in his
performance for
the Campus Performing Arts
Series last Friday
.in the production
of Mark Twain
Tonight.
photo by Mari
Hutchison

Theatre review:
Hal Holbrook gives convincing
performance as Mark Twain
BY' MARl HUTCHISON
Assistant Managing Editor
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On Friday, Sept. 22, 2000,
Patrons of the Campus Performing
Arts Series received a unique and
enjoyable performance by Hal Holbrook in Mark Twain' Toni ght:
Although, some may say that Mark
Twain himself was OIistage at Leach
Theatre that night. Holbrook was so
convincing that at times I had to as k
myself if ·1 was transported back to
Twain's time. H is facial expressio ns
and manneri sm s were so real and convi ncing that it was hard to tell where
Holbrook left off and Twain began.
Ho lbrook has performed as Mark
Twain since the early 1950's, over the
years he has honed his skills so much
so that the Wash ington Post said, "The
transformation is so complete as to be
almost unsettling at times. The combination ' of Holbrook's talents and the

potency of Twain 's words is a mesmerizing thing to behold."
And it is the potency of Twain's
wo rds that sti ll carry a message today.
Holbrook has selected pieces of
Twain's political humor that fit with
the upcoming presidential e lection. It
seems -that where politics are concerned Mark Twain has left us a legacy
of political humor PPPthat is timeless.
In a conversation with Holbrook
after the show, I learned th at this is a
man that takes li fe experiences and
learns from them. He explained to be
some of the reasons that he does continue to perform this show after so
man y years. "Basically, I do this to
earn a living. I really enjoy doing it and
to get things off my chest. I find wo rks
of his that go along with my fee lings,"
said Holbrook, "A nd to present the
materials so that other people have a
frame of reference to

see Twain, page 18
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. There's a lot of important history behind USG. but there's an even more promising (u!.ure. We're among the most widely recognized and
well-respected names in the building indus cry. and our walls are expanding well beyond capaCity. USG is anxious t6 move ahead· witH you.
We need future·driven individuals like you to help us make history with even greater accomplishments in years to come.

ENGINEERING:
Mechan ical' Mining· Electrical' Chemical' Civil' Co-Optlnterns
If you are looking for immediate responsibil ity. a challenging work environment and fUNre growth opportunities with USG, stop by and visit us:

FALL CAREER FAIR
Thursday, Septe'm ber 28th
IOam-4pm
Student Rec Center
If unable to attend, please be sure to have your resume on file at the Career Opportunities Center.
For more information regarding USG and your future with us , please visit our website at:

www.usg.com

USG Corporation and its subsidiaries ate committed to equal employment opportunities; M/F/ON. .
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Hilm or:

New Sta r Trek: Voyager Elite For ce Indecent
statues finally robed
will imp res s the Trek fans of tod ay
By MARMADU KE GUMP

By BRANDON BELVIN

of the Missouri Miner

Trekkies, eat you r heart out - your game has arrived.
If yo u have ever wanted to be a part ofJhe Voyager crew, or
just wanted to see what the Star Trek life is like, this game
has it all. The. friend ly people from Raven Software had
access to the actual Paramount · archives to include real
so unds, schematics, architecture, ' and backgrounds in the
game. They even went as far as to have the voices of Voyager's main. crew included in the game.
As second in command of Voyager's Hazard Team,
y()u are responsible for warding off intruders, carrying out
covert missions for supplies and informatio n, aT\.d exploring
dangerous areas such as Borg cubes. Plus, being part of
Voyager's' security elite, yo u report directly to Tuvok who,
in his usual Vulcon demeanor, is constantly over-critical of
your performance. But then again, yo u would expect no
less from the Head of Security of this Starfleet ship.

Game Play:
In games of the past, there was always the question ,
"When I' m not using these huge weapons, where do they go
and why do they not weigh me down'" Thi ~ question is
finally answered, Star Trek style. On yo ur hazard suit (the
name conveniently taken from Half-Life), yo u carry a small
transporter buffer. In there, you store your extra supplies
such as helmet, unused ;"'eapons, and whatever else yo u

need to carry that wou·ld tic up your hands. This fact alone
greatly impressed me, just because they took the time to
think of an answer.
P, Iso, the game's play is very true to Star Trek. There 's
not much gore, but yo u always have the option of simply
vaporizing your opponent with the highest energy setting on
your phaser ri fle. ~ I so true to Star Trek, when you' re
exploring a Borg cube, you won't simply be attacked. The
drones will ignore you as long as you don'tcause probl ems~
or try to attack one. If yo u do have to attack, expect them '
to quick ly adapt to yo ur weapon and have to find alternate
"lays of disabli ng or destroying the drones.
Basically, expect this game to stay very true to Star
Trek. Expect to be impressed.
Score: 4.5 out of 5 _
Graphics:
The Raven Software people covered all their bases
when putting together the graphics for this game. They
used the Quake III Arena graphics engine - a favorite of
most game players. The only problem I see with the graphics is a small one: all the main characters look funny. You
can ' t expect too much when working with limited polygon
numbers, but I don 't fike how pointy Tuvok 's head is. It's
a superficial detail , but it 's quite distracting. Other·.than
that, the graphics are amazing and reminiscient of the Star
Trek world.
Score: 4 out of 5

see Trek, page 18
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The Millennium Arch, the Univers ity of Missouri- Rolla's most
impressive eyesore, was finally given
proper appa rel last week, in what
police have noted as "a late-n ight robing." As of press time, no group has
yet been ab le to prove the earl y-hour
dressing was their own handiwork ,
tho.ugh many lay claim on the act.
According to the unedited UMR
police blotter, on Monday, Sept. 18 at
approximately 5:30 a.m., fi ve indi viduals'were seen fleeing the locale of the
continent's only arch de hideousness.
When Lieutenant Sneed Hem spied
the dressings, he immediately called
for back up from the department.
" I wanted to stop the kids and
congratul ate them. I had a nice
engraved plaque for them waiting on
my dashboard , and I know the rest of
the force had all made something for
the . first Sandys-sulliers. Sergeant
Orowning had been cross-stitching for
weeks and officer Postlewhistle made
a bunch of brownies for those responsible. I just wish they hadn't gotten
scared and run off."

As stated in the official report,
Lt. Hem fired shots first into the air,
then at the culprits in an attempt to
applaud the early mominge fforts. The
officer then followed the escapees
into the Quad, where he fired <iff sev- .
efal rounds of tear-gas grenades. The
gas leaked into my windows, and
that's why I didn ' t tum in my homework.
Most relieved by the appearance
of attire on the statues are ,the- residents who walk past ·the "art work"
everyday. Previously voyeuri stic
Quadlings and scrutinizing Trianglers
now may walk past the granite struc. tures without shyness, timidity, or fear
of blushing from a sid~long glance at.
the previously unclad 'effigies next to
Castlemen Hall.
Said Andrew Rubrick, "I' m glad
that that wo man statue is finally
clothed. I was so severely tempted by
those luscious curves and sweet granite hips. Mmmmmmm, sweet granite
hips. <gurgling sounds>"
This sort of activity is not
uncommon or unknown to .the UMR
campus. When the Stonehedge sculpc

see Robing, page 18
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... to go after gradu ation
..• to live
•.• to work

,. ... to be five years
from now?
While we can't tell you the answers to
these que st ion s we can tell you about
being an industry leade r in energy and
communi cations and the great benefits we
give our employee s . But that alone won 't
d istinguish the road to Williams from other
corporati ons. Where we came from. where
we ' re gOing and wha t we stand for places
Williams above the rest. It's up to you to
deCide if you want to be a part of our
adventure .
.
Williams is corning to the University of
Missouri Rolla Caree r Fair on Septemb er 28.
We are specifical ly looking for students with
t ile following degre es:

• Electrica l, Computer , Mechanic al and
Civil Engineeri ng
• Managem ent Informati on Systems /
Compute r Science
Williams will also host a com pa ny
presentat ion that evening.
Time: 6pm
location: University Center East;
Rm. 214 Mark Twain
If you are in'terested in learning more about
Williams, we ehcourag e you to attend.
Employee s will be on hand to answer
questions and s ha re' with you their own
Destinatio n Williams.

IM~"·~
FfTlll
lamS.

~

Find out more about Williams
at www.wll/iams.com.

AU night sports tournament
.RIDAY
OCTO III 13
1Gpm,3lm

Multl,P,"po.t lundl".

3 on 3 Basketball
Co-Ed Volleyball·
Racquet Ball
Table Te.nnis

Get lour auuu ntioo sat StUdent
Attah'$. Studt mt Beallb:. Of at
WVlW"urot.edUl-u.mftCCh$...
Ilpnlic atlons alc due b}f Oct. 6.
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What is with the trend of illiteracy in this
country? I am not referring to tite illiteracy
specifically defined as, "the inability to read,"
although that is still a big problem. No, what is
. bothering me is the blatant lack of interest in
books, magazines, comics, papers, etc. At what
point did reading for pleasure become reading
as a form of punishment? Although America's
lack of interest in . reading for pleasure has
many causes, I am not going to write about any
of them. What most concerns me is an effect
that this trend ' has been h~ving on one of the
most entertaining fClnns of the written word :
comic books.
A very disheartening article in Newsweek
caught my eye today. It had a big picture ofSpider-man in the middle of the page and the title
read something like, "Does Marvel Comics
Have The Power To Save Itself?" It hinted at
the death of comic books. This article made the
obvious an~ouncement that people just weren ' t
interested in comic books in this high tech
world. Who wants to sit down and nip through
some old newsprint with 4-color pictures when

.they can flip on an interactive, giga-pixel mul- who had more willpower and was less st run g books fade away and die o·ut. The epidemic of
timedia extravaganza? The simple beauty of the out than some of these internet addicts around numbing entertainment in the form of cheap
old-fashioned comic book has slow ly been here.
T. V. and mindless online gaming has reached
swallowed up by the advent of the digital age.
Comic books, on the other hand, require horrifying levels in our country. A loss of
This worry over the end of comic books is the utmost concentration and active mind wh ile comic books wou ld spe ll a disastrous defeat in
not coming from the mouth of an atavistic being read. The intricate plot lines and fre- the crusade to preserve some creativity in our
throwback hippy from the sixti es. I dig technol- quently complex story sequences must be culture .
ogy. I'm on my way to
actively digested, while the
So please, I urge yo u, dig up tho~e old
becoming a freak in' comcreative portion of the mind comic books that may lie dormant underneath
is free to fill in the little yo ur bed at home and give them another
puter engineer for goodness
I can name at least
sakes . .Radio and T. V. and
details as the stories unfold. chance. If your unfortunate chi ldhood did not
ten people who have
computers and the internet
A well-crafted comic book contai n comics, then go to a comic store and
wasted large porare great tools for advancing
tale is unrivaled in ' its abi lity peruse through a few different titles. Some are
to stimulate the imagination bound to leap ri ght off of the page, sucking you
mankind. All four of those
tion of the last few
and to entertain. The reputa- ri ght into a great story. For those not quite
media have great potential in
years of their lives
tion of comic books as being ,ready 'to try a standard comic, at least go down
dispensing information and
playing
'EverQuest'
"just for kids" is a miscon- io Wal-Mart and pick up a copy of the latest
entertainment to all comers
of the world. The problem
. ception that many people Mad Magazine from the news stand . Mad Magand 'Quake'.
with them is their habit of
still believe in. The simple azi ne is a hilarious black and white comic/magsucking the creativity out of
truth is that anybody who azi ne that can appeal to nearly everyone 's sense
people. It's pretty easy to stare dumbstruck at loves great fiction and adventure will love the of humor. In the wide world of comics, there
are plenty of titles which will appeal to you,
the 6 o' clock news or vegetate on the couch for art form of the comic book.
MOVIes are cool, but the entertainment I whatever you r background or gender. After all,
twelve hours grazing on re-runs of ' Knight
Rider' and the 'S impsons'. I can name at least get out of a film can never compare to the raw comic books, like movies and books, are just
ten people who have wasted a large portion of exc itement th.at overcomes my body whe n another form of entertainment. Please help pre_the last few years of their lives playing immersed in the tales of one of my favorite serve thi s great American form of entertain'EverQuest' and ' Quake ' . I seriously used to com ic book characters. It wo uld be a grievous . ment and buy a comic book today. You won't
.
hang out with thi s crack-head in high school shame to have'such a creative medium as comic be sorry.
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Check out what is gofng on in Ottbber ..,

......

Events

~-

Homecoming Events
.:. Monday 10/2
Free BBQ 11:00-2:00
Games 12:30 @ PuckPeanut Eating Contest and
Joe Miner Look-A-Like

.:. Tuesday 10/3
Games 12:30 @ Puck Juggling Contest and
3 Legged Clown Race

n ...·.. n ... v

Interviews for SUB Vice - Pres

.:. Wednesday 10/4
Games 12:30 @ PuckJell-O Wrestling
.:. Thursday 10/5 :'~
Games 12:30 @ Puck .:~~,
Most Pies and Awards
~~.:.
Jb.~'8~
8:00 Concert
.••~~ Q.tI?- 0
.
".Blind. Man's Bluff" @ Puck
""'lJ~'Jtl ~~.

••• _Friday 10/6

Golf Tourney 1 :00 @ UMR Golf Course

10/12

.:. Saturday 10/28
2nd Annual Miner
Mountain Bike Classic
8:00am @ Mill Creek

Film & Video
.:. Friday 10/6 & Sat 10/7
Big Top Pee-Wee 8:00 @ME 104

.:. Friday 10/27 & Sat 10/28
Loser 8:'00 @ME104
Performing Arts
•:. Saturday 10/14 - Family Day

"~The Spencers Magic and Illusion 8:00 Leach Theater

.:. Saturday 10/7
SUB will be providing sound at the tailgate party
Queens and King Candidates are announced at pre-game
.
and coronation is at half-time.
For more info check out www.umr.edu/Nsub or e-mail sub@umr.edu
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you would hear in the TV show. These
minute details are what makes a great
game.
Score: 4 out of 5

Trek
From page 16
Sound:
No successful game has ever been
developed that didn '{ also include a
realistic and impressive sound package.
When Elite Force was created, they
opened the Paramount sound vaults and
exported the true sounds to the game. If
you don't believe me, just walk around
for a bit and you'll hear the usual beeps,
warnings, and door opening sounds thaL

Overall:
As I have stated many times
before, this game is impressive for its
realism and how true it is to the series.
This game plays out like a memornble
episode, and that's exactly what you
would expect from any good Star Trek
game. If you're a Voyager fan, this
game is a must. If you like Star Trek,

but aren't too impressed with Voyager,
I suggest you.try it out anyway. Or, if
you don't like Star Trek, but like firstperson shooters, take a shoi at this one.
I doubt it will'let anyone down.
Overall Score: 4 out of 5
Game Website:
Ihttp://www_ravensoft_com/elitef9 rt eIJ
System Requirements (Minimum):
PH ti3, 64MB RAM, 8MB 3D
graphics card, Wln9Sl981NT

Robing
From page 16
ture was first put up in 19"", four local high school students were found staring
for hours without blinking at the artwork over the courose Mthree months. Police
investigators refused to continue inquiry after they realized ' that the naked,
screaming, "wheeled" teenaged girls' bodies made the sculpture more appealing and interesting to prospec!ive students.
'
,
While police are continuing investigation as to responsibility for the unindecencying, there is an open reward for those responsible. If you have any ideas
or leads, or yourself took part in the clothing of the statues, please tum yourself
in. Statutorily robing the statuary is not necessarily an offence, and many, many
people would like you practice your work ·on the Tau Be~ Pi keys.

Twain

Recent surveys show

, From page 13

52%
....:

§O

of lifrinklng college
students drink primarily to get drunk.
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AlcOhol abuse has led to, or Increased, unintended pregnancies, the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases such as AIDS, suicide
attempts and academic problems.
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match their experiences."
Holbrook explained that people don't have points of reference
to the things that went before them.
But with the show he can 'help people relate their eXp'eriences and history. The piece that he did 'on
steamboat captains hit home for me
because I come from a couple of
generations of riverboat captains. It
was nice to have a frame of reference to what it was like for my
.ancestors to live on the river. It
helped me achieve a greater understanding of my grandfather's life.
The peformance of Hal Hoibrook truly shows how art can
touch a person 's life . and why he
continues to perform Mark Twain
Tonight.
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Have you ever wanted to be more informed about network outages/problems?
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364-6680

You can go to http://www.umr.edu/-helpdesk.
On our page there is an announcement box on the right with the
most recent announcements displayed along with a link to more
announcements where you can view older entries.
This is a good way to keep up to date with planned and
unplanned outages.
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By

KELLY SAUNCHEGRAW

of the An<J.rew Sears Selection Committee

ship Service Pin and Bronze Pin Award.
Anne was also recognized as the Queen of
the Quad in last year 's yearbook.
' The good news is that ' e~e~' though

tions and invite some of the students for an
interview. After the interviews, the decision
is made if the award should be given.
To determine if a person is an extraordinary leader is a great task. When asked to
define a leader the members of the 'student
leader lunch compi led this description:

Anne Cannady was recently selected as
the recipient of the Andrew Sears Award-wr
Extraordinary Leadership . Anne has been
involved in many organizations since coming to campus. She was involved in the residence hall organizations such as Residence
- An extraordinary leader is someone
Hall Association, Quadrangl e Ha ll Associawho brings out the best in people, and unites
tion imd National Residence Hall Honorarypeople around a common vision and empowthe top the I percent of ali hall leaders - for
ers them to ac hieve it.
four years. Anne was a member of Tau Beta
. - Someone who. leads what they believe
Sigma and the American Society of Civil
in and doesn't do it just for recognition .
Engineers and last semester served as the
- A leader is someone w·ho.knows when
President of the Society of Manufacturing
to lead and when to fo llow.
Engineers. Anne brought the April Fools
- Someone who is ab le to recognize
Comedy Series to campus as the DireCtor of
yo unger members with ieadership potential
the Variety I Comedy Committee of the Stuand give them opportunities to shine.
dent Union Board as well as helped. create
- A leader is able to' empower others to
the Mini-key as the Leadership Forum Chair Anne has dedicated
many years to UMR, reach their goals.
in Blue Key National -Honor Fraternity. she's not done yet!
Currently Anne is the
- A good leader knows how to motivate
Anne was a member of Student Council and
Vice-President of the Student Union Board, people.
the Wesley Foundation .
along with the second Vice- President of
- Someone who does the right thing
Outside of these campus organizations,
Blue Key. Anne is also' still a member of regardless of what
other ~opie .think.
Anne has been jn many other leadership ' NRHH and the
Society of Manufacturing
- A leader is someone who is approachpositions. Anne was_a Resident Assistant, a Engineers.
•
.
able.
Senior RA, a Head RA, a student ambassaStudent Council' created the Andrew
- An extraordinary leader makes an
dor and a student assistant for the Academic Sears Award for Extraordin
ary Leadership in
impact on people's lives
Enhancement Center. Anne has many rea1995. The award is intended to recognize an
- This award went to someone we are
sons to be recognized as a leader. She was a extraordinary leader
and is not necessarily all proud to say is a part of our campus.
Student Knight of St. Patrick. RHA, QHA
annuaL The award is only given if it is
and NRHH chose her as Resident Assistant decided anyone
is worthy enough and can be
On behalf of the members of student
of the Year in 1997. University of Missouri awarded to more than one person . The recipleader lunch and the students of this campus,
Rolla, NRHH and Midwest Aff!liate of Colient is chosen by the members of the student
I would like to thank Anne for always going
lege and University Residence Halls chose leader lunch. Everyone
on campus had the above and bey<;md the call of duty. I would
her as Outstanding Member of the Year in opportunity to nominate
someone they think
like to wish her good luck on he, future
1998. She has received the QHA Tree
is deserving of this award. The members of endeavors as she graduates
in December.
Award. Aime has also received the Leaderthe student leader lunch screen the applica-

:?)\,LJ .£3©Co)])f»(0J@ J)(cj@ ~

Jo sep h Cotton ,
Trevor Howard,
Orson Welles
and directed by
Carol Reed .
A c lassic
fi lm in a new ly
st ruck
print,
about an Ame rica n pulp fiction

Next Tuesday,
Oct. 3, the University of Missouri Ro ll a Film Festival
will present The
Third Man, starring

wri ter's

search fo r the
mysteriou s a nd
e nigmatic

wa r

profiteer Harry Lime in post-war Vienna. The fi lm
welds German expression ism; British classicism and
American B-movie energy and motion. Anton Karas 's
haunting zither score is nearly as well known as
Well es's extraordin a ry entrance . PG-13 ' 1949.
The movie wi ll be shown in· Leach Theatre of
Castleman Hall at 7 p.m.
Movies still to come for the remainder of the
semester include:
Oct. 10 - KINGS WITH STRAW MATS
Oct. 17 - CROUPIE R
Oct. 24 - THE END OF THE AFFAIR
Ocl.3l - TANGO
Nov. 7 - BEAU TRAVAIL
Nov. 14 - TIME CODE
Nov. 18 (8 p.m . Saturday) - MAGNOL IA
Nov. 28 - THE NAVIGAT OR
Dec . 5 - MIDWIN TER'S TALE
All films are screened at 7 p.m . on Tuesday's in
Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall , unless .noted otherwise .

~----------------------------~

-.

Lambda Sigma Pi hosts Gary Bonas speaks
Hom eco min g
wee k car wash for
on leading cha nge
charity
filled with fun events
By
By
There are many organizaLAURA SCHOENB ECK
tions that benefit from the
volunteers in Lambda Sigma
of Panhellenic Council
Lambda Sigma Pi , an a ll- Pi . Some groups that receive
The Panhellen ic Council would like to thank everyfemale . service organizati on,
reg ular attention are Choices
- hosted their first service
one who came out to hear Gary Bonas speak on "Leading
proj- for People , Her itage Park
Change." A lmost 300 students 'attended the presentati on
ect o f the semester Sept. 10. Nursing Home, Gingerbre ad
Sept. 18' in Leach Theater. Bonas challenged ' today's fraLoyalty and 'serv ice to people
House, Rolla Public Schools
te rnity and sorority communit ies to make changes necesis what this lucrative organi- with tutoring and science fair
sary for success in the new century.
za tion is a'lI about. Each
help, the Salvation Army and
A member of Sigma Ph i Epsilon Internation al Fratersemester the members ' of thi s serv ing food at the Open Door
nit y, Bonas has served as the President of the Associati on
organizati on pride themselve s ' Soup Kitchen .
of Fraternity Adv isers and has 17 years of ex perience as a
in taking an active role in
"Lambda Sigma Pi is
profession al in Greek Affai rs. Bonas' program provided
their communi ty. The help dedicated ' to service and we
an eight-step process for creating and sustai ning signifiand support from loca l busi- are enthusiasti c to help anycant and meaningfu l changes within organizati ons.
nesses allows the organi zation where we can. We had over
The 'UMR Panhellen ic Council , St udent Activities
to succeed in benefitin g oth350 hours of ser vice last
and the Interfrater nity Co uncil sponsored t~ e program,
ers.
semester," said Annette Tijewhi ch was one of the many events that took place during
The organization ' would
rina, serv ice chai r of Lambda
Greek Week, Sept. 16-23 .
like to thank - the University Sigma Pi .
We wou ld like to take this opportuni ty to congratuBook and Supply for offering
Lambda Sigma Pi 's goal
late our goddesses for Greek Week 2000: Laura Fisher
their place of business to have
is 300+ serv ice hours this
(A th ena), De bbi e Holdorf (Artemis) and Chri sty Braune
the car wash, and for their semester. For inform at ion
(Aphrodi te). They earned thi s honor through their hard
generous donation . All pro- about the organizati o n and
. work and dedication through their three years on Panhel.
ceeds from' the car wash wi ll
thei r upcoming service events
We were g lad to see so much participati on and supbe going to Rolla Manor to
ple'ase visit www. umr. edu.J
port of our Greek system this past week, and we hope that
he lp wit h the purchase of a / -lspi.
eve ryone enjoyed Greek Week 2000 as much as we did!
new van .
SHANNON HEAVIN

By

KELLY SAUNCHEGRAW

of the Student Union Board

It's the Greatest Show on Earth. Hey everybody, get fired up for
Homecoming! Homecoming kick off is Monday, Oct. 2, starting with
a
. scrumptious barbecue and followed by great e"ents all week long.
Remember if your organization needs a rule book, come by the Student
Union Board office in 218 University Center - West to pick one up.
Homecoming is great so come out and have a good time.
Thursday evening there will be a concert at the puck. The band performing is Blind Man's Bluff. They are a great a cappella band. The concert starts at 8 p.m. Organizations that are participating in the homecoming competition need to have 30 percent of their organization there
to
receive points. It's going to be a lot of fun.
.
The film "Mission: Impossible 2" will be shown in ME 104 this
Friday and Saturday night at 8 p.m. Check out www. umr . edu/ -sub
for the full film list Coming next week is "Big Top Pee Wee." That
is
part of the homecoming spirit. The film and video committee is beginning to pick films for next semester. If anyone wants to come to the.film
and video meeting, it is next Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the SUB ~ffice.
SUB is beginning the search for a new Vice- President. This position is open anyone who has been a member of the SUB Board of Directors before. So we know who you are and we want all of yo u to apply.
The interviews will be Oct. 12. That is Thursday, ri ght after Homecoming. So come by the office to fill out an application. Go to
www . umr.edu [-sub to check out more de!3ils on other fun stuff
SUB is doing!

of Lambda Sigma Pi
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Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic

-

Please e-mail your Letter to the Editor to

se[

miner@umr. edu with you name ·arid student

Logan's national reputation as a pre. mi er chiropracti c college is due in large
part to facu lty members li ke Dr. Ralph
Fi lson.

number .

In his pri vate practice, Dr. Fi lson acts
as consulting doctor of chiropractic to
the St. Louis · C ardina ls and the
World C hampion St. Louis Rams.
In both capacities: Dr. Filson tTeats
some of the world's best athletes in
pro fessional sports.
If you would like to learn more about
an exciting career in chiropractic,
please contact Logan Collge for an
informational packet. .

615 South Bishop Ave. #C
.Rolla, MO 65401

Phone: (573) 364-8892

Dr. Ralph F ilson with M ark McGwire

1-800-533-9210
www.loga n.edu

loga nadm@logan.edu

1851 Schoettler Road , Chesterfie ld, MO 630 l i

COLLEGE .

An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education

Gitbe rt Te xa s Const ruction L. P.
specializes in bridge construction and reha b ilitation, conc re te an d
asphalt paving, rail work, telecomm unications, and grading . We
pride ourselves on tim ely completion of all co nstruction p rojects.
rega rdless of s ize or com plexity.
boblush@gte.net

we'll push you to

K i ewit Constn.\ction Co.-Midwest Building

[edgel,

is the prese nt day descendent o f the original b uilding organization
an d we are unique to the K iewit o rgan ization in that a majority of
o ur work is contracted th rough a negotiated design-assist format.
We build healthcare, commercial. industrial, h igh-rise, ed ucational,
hospitality. specia l use, p roduction and sports facilities.

the
then t ell you to jump.

Stacey.Hawkins@kiewi~ . com

Kiewit Construction Co.-Underground
recogn ized at T HE leader in tunneling ... our underg rou nd work
includes projects in tran sporta tion, environment and power, mi ne
d evelopm ent, brid ges. and telecommunica tions.
Jeff. H awkins@kiewit.com

Kiewit Mining Group
manages and operates five su rfaces mines with a total production
capacity of more than 25 mllifon tons per yea r. W e a re d edicated
to maintaining the enviro nment. employing innovative teChn iqu es
to pro tect the delicate ecological balance In th e areas w here we
operate.
bburnaugh@kmg.kiewit.com

Yo u know it's in yo u. Th e desire t o go farth er. To start where
ot hers stop . It's why you should co nsider Army ROTC. It's a
.class where yo u' ll face unique chall enges while developing

Kiew it Western Co.
witH one of the largest equipment fleets In the K iewit o rganization,
we mobiliz e as a full-service contractor. We self-perform m ass
grading. drainage. bridge construction, agg regate p rodu ction ,
paving, rail, utility and telecom mu nications construction .
gha rth@kiewest.com

sk ill s li ke how to th in k on your feet and be a good leader.
Register today. And hold.on t ight.

ARMY ROle

Recruiting for:

Unlike any other college course you can take.

•
•
•
•
•

I

STOp·BY 3 06 HARRIS HALL
OR CALL 341 -4744

Busi n ess A dmin istration
Civil Engi n eering
Construct ion Engi n eerin g
Construction Manag e m ent
Electrical Eng in ee ring -

•
•
•
•

Geotechn ical Engineering
Indu s trial Te chnology
M echa n ica l Engi n e eri ng
Mi n ing E ngineerin g

I'

V i sit our 'web site at

www.kiewit.com and apply on-line.
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MINE,l t ' AD JU ST ME NT S

aIDes

, ' , MAYNARD . ON 11'1£ OTHeR HAI'ID. KNOWS .---~------------------~~
iHE REAL ME. HE '.,I.'DE ME fAMOUS, HE
COMP"RED ME iO IHA r KILtER COOL FLICK 'THE

eNGliSH PAmNl' . NOT LIKE I 5A W 'THE
ENGliSH PAlIEN1',
Bur lAINIE SAW ~ Or·'
SEINFEtO. AND i JUSl lOVE SEINfELO. lAINIE
D10r~'T EX..."\Cil '( l.()\f(~ 'THE ENGLISH PATIENT' .

II WAS ONE LONG

1892

CrosswordPuzzllJ

"nd
We

"",,

AnWIJI'S

apPlJar
onpaglJ

",tion

22...

~of

mal
jonal,

.

ina

ACROSS
1 Trim

4 Prepare

seager

12 Fuss
13 Pledge
~4

dian,

Get up-

15Con(er
17 Hardwood
19 Southem state (abbr.)

20 Pave
21 Cor.cIUde

22 SI:werY fiSh
23 Met.rlc welg..,t
25 HaU

26 E"",,,~
Z1 Grease
26 Japal'\e$C: sash
298"'Y

32 L.'-les iabbr.)
33 SpecW prep schoo!
J5Rr.oer;n Italy
36 Gily in Michigan

38 Supematur.oJ pen:ep'''''' labbr.)
39_urande.
40 New Engiar'ld Stale !abbr.)

41IJnit
42P"'tlorm

43 Wide outlet 10 sea
45 Talent

4BOwns
47 Fonn of bc
48 Small amount
49Col'Is~rate

52_Home
54 Single anicle
56 Arrives deceased (abbe.)

'5l Resentment
58 Haul, lug
59 E\'2l' (poetic I
DOWN
1 ChemIst's worKroom

2 Poem
.3 Pertains to U.S mal!
4 Poverty·stricken
5 Uncooked

6 Popular alien
1 Talldr;g mecr.anlSrtt
8 Noah's boat
9 l&lands east or Puerto Rico {abbr ,
10 Sma!! ISland
l' Pass out cards
i6 &ottISh cap
18 Announct('l)ent (abbf I

210tMou!:>

22 Time zone (abbr.)

23 Game ptayed on a course
24 Small brook -

2S Fabric made of goat's him

26 Some '

28 FaU month (abbr.l
29 Michievous child
30 Extended narrative poem
31Che5s piece
33 PIcnic pesl
34 Direction (abbe l
37 Climbing plant
39 l Ive
~1 Circul.arpath
42 Pea pigeon
43 Wrap hay
44 End of prayer
45 Orlnker's group (abbe.)

46 Residence
48 24 h¢.<JI'S
49 Oogor cat
500'9tl
5~ Auricle
53 Western slale (abbr )
S5 InfinitIVe 'o'lQI'd

'blJ 001 GamlJ
InstrucUons: PlayclS takc tums connccUng two dots lhodZontallY or IICfl/cally onlYl IIapClSon complctcs a box. hc PUIS hIs InlUals In Il Thc playcr
with thcmost bOKCS Whh hIs InlUals In nwhcn allthc bOles am complcted.
wins.
,

.
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by Mark Parisi

L.C-r'S S(£. '. WHt((lL l~
U "laJIGH-r: " 99AA'!
oR ROLL-ON?
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siaCE
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Answers 10 Ibe
Crossword
PUO/II
HOI\O~(OPES

tff1:\ TaurUs (Apr. 20 to May 19)

'<a

b); Don t\.odde.x

.
.
Next time you feel like relieving yourself, make sure that you
unzip first, and wipe afterwards

~

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You have been feeling like you have been being followed, don't
worry, today everyone has at least two guys following them with a
camera and your exact schedule ...

~ Gemini (May 20 to June 20)
You know what time it is? Time to give the back a good ole
shJ!ving.
'.

~

~

~

Sagittar ius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 20)
Just like at the zoo, Don't Feed The Professors.

~

Caprico rn (Dec. 21 to Jan. 19)
.
Rides in the elevator are fun and exciting, you need to make a
documentary on the times and life of an elevator.

"'

'l.!tY
~

<8

Aquariu s (Jan. 20 to Feb. 17)
Maybe wearing your pants on your head will distract from that
Huge pimple on your cheek.

t:2:\
~

~
-

'"

Cancer (June 21 to July 21)
.
The lett~ you 'received from your secret admirer, wasn't from me,
really, you can trust me.

\U' .

Leo (July 22 to Aug. 22)
....
Remember what your morn said, if you are your vegetables
than you would tum into one, wouldn't that be neat, be a huge car.rot with an attitude.

~ Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 21)

v..t!!fJ

Pisces (Feb. 18Jo Mar. 19)
.
Don't forget to Vote and remember the golden rule of voting.
Vote Early, Vote Often . .
Aries (Mar. 20 to Apr. 19)
.
Good News, it is now socially acceptable to lick your elbow in
public.
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Libra (Sept. 22 to Oct. 22)
.
Whenever you feel a bit dangerous, go to Wal*mart, take a
package of scissors and run with them, Feel the danger.

•

,

4 , _. :

One Word: Nudity.
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For Rent

CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale

Instructiona l diag ram included.
Contact Kristen at 308-3427 or
kld@ umr.ed u.

Tracia's Loft: appx. 5.5 ft. ta li , with
desk / shelf attached underneath. 2x4 construction . Ladder attatched. . FOR SALE: sleeper sofa $80, small ente r·
$70 OR BEST OFFER . :0) 2 yea rs old,
tainm ent center $15,
2 barstools @
used in rooms 310 and 304 of Aitman Hall.
$ 10 each. contact Laura at 34 1-3166
Stacey's Loft : appx. 6. 5 ft tall,
REALLY REALLY sturdy 4x4 posts a ncl 2x6
framing. Ladder ' is seperate and made of
PVC pipes. $100 OR BEST OFFER. 1
._ -- - --------------year old , used in room 305 of A~man Ha ll.
Energetic knffe seeks dish ..
For more inform ation, please call
to spoon w~h ! Stainless steel
us at 368-4527 o r email us at
handle, rarely used. Write to
stacey @umr.edu or tracia@ um r.edu.
dcminer@zipmail.com

a 'comp ute r

Personals

Loft For Sale : $100 or best offer; 4
X 4 legs, 2 X 4 supports, Cedar wood.

Page 23

Newly renovated tWo bedroom , one bath, cent
air, washer/dryer
located on premises , no pets. $350/month
3084687
.

Call (573) 341-4235 for
rates. Students may submit
a free classified ad with their
st'.Jdent number at
miner@umr.edu.
Student classifieds will be
run until end of semester or
removal is requested.

Lost I Found
Lost: Nokia flip phone. Saturday evening
(9/9/00). If found, please call Jonathan at 3641917. Reward.

Play Gu~ar? Sing? Acoustic Sets? Call Rolla
Rock Cafe to book for Friday or Saturday
nights.
607 Pine St. 308-1771 and ask for Joe.

)U

Where it matters most.
me,

r-

As one of the wOOd's leadng a.-ersified tedlnology cnmpanies, we're breaking new ground in everything from defense and commercial ~Iectronics. and business aviation and special
mission aircraft. As a Raytheon employee, you')1 contribute to the development of exciting,
revolutionary technology designed to make life bener, easier, and safer throughout the world.
Such as our STARS air traffic control system. And our award-winning Night5ight"" technology.
But it all starts wi th you. Your creativity. Your knowledge and innovation. And enthusiasm
about the future. In return, we offer exceptional training and professional development opportunities. A supportive, down·to-earth work environment. And incredible benefits including flexible schedules designed to respect your quality of life.

Opportunities are available for exceptional students with the following majors: _
• Computer Science
• .computer Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
. ' Math

•
•
•
•
•

Physics
Chemical Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Finance/Account ing
Human Resources

• Industrial and labor
Relations
• Marketing/Communications
• Management

Check out our Website at www.rayjobs.com/cam·pus for further information including a calendar
of recruiting events. At Raytheon, we:strive to be the employer of choice for a diverse workforce by attracting, retaining, and
recognizing the most talented, resourceful and aeative people.
'

50 you can still show off all those great qualities 01 yours outside of work, too.

We have alot to tell you about Raytheon and the exciting opportunities we have available.
Plan on visiting our booth at your college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair, please
e-mail yourresumeto: resume@rayjobs.com (ASCII text only; no attachments), or mail to:
Raytheon Company, Attn: National Staffing Data Center, P.O. 80x 660246, MS-201,
!lallas, TX 75266. U.S. Citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Bringing technology to the edge

Raytbeon
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Calendar of Events

'prov ided by the Stud ent Activ ity Center, 218 UCW
Please send all changes ' to th e aforem entione d office.

Today

Thurs day

Friday

Saturd ay

~

~

~

10:00 a.m. - Industry
Career Day, UMR Student Recreation Center
5:00 p.m. - Society of
Hispanic
Professional
Eng. meetings, 11 7 ME
6:00 p.m. - Toastmasters
meeti ng, 109 CSF
7:00 p.m. - Ch i Epsilon
& 'ASCE EIT Review sessions, 11 4 Civi l
7:45 p.m. - Baptist Student Union meeting, BSU
7:45 p.m. - SI. Pats commillee meetings, 107C
ME Annex .
8:00 p.m. - DaVinci Society meeting, 21 1 MeN
8:00 p.m. - Chri sti an
Campu s
Fe ll owship
.meet ing and worship,
G3 1 EE

9:30 a. m. - Miner Invitational, UMR GolfC'ourse
3:00 p.m. - Trap and
Skeet Club weekly mee ing, UCE Gallery West
7:00 p.!I\. - Show Me
Anime week ly anime
showing, 204 MeN
7:00 p.m. - MS v. Midwestern State Uni versity ,
UMR Soccer Complex
8: 00 p.m. - SUB Film &
Video presents "Miss ion
Impossible II", 104 ME

12;30 p.m. - Show Me
Anime anime showi ng,
204 McN
2:00 p.m. - WS v. Central
Missouri State University, UMR Soccer Complex
2:00 p.m. - FB v. Emporia State Uni versity,
Emporia, Kan.
8:00 p.m. - SUB Fi lm &
Video presents "Mi ssion
Impossible II , 104 ME.

~'
4:30 p.m. - Student Mo
State Teachers Assn .
meetings, G8 HSS
5:30 p.m. - Academic
Competition twice weekly meetings, 206 MeN
5:30 p.m. - Habitat for
H'umanity meeting, 210
or 211 MeN
6:00 p.m. - Chess Club
week ly tourney, UCE
Cafeteria
6:00 p.m. - MSM .Spelun kers meeting, 204
MeN
7:00 p.m. - Amateur
Radio Clu b meet ing,
G29, G30 ECE
7:00 p.m. - American
Indian and Eng Society
meetings, 212 ERL
8:30 p.m. - Co ll egiate
Eagle Scouts meeting ,
216 ME

~
\~

WEDN ESDAY
Partly C loudy
High: 73 Low : 46

I

~)LJ,

THURSDAY

~

Partly Cloudy
High: 6 8 Low : 46

~)~k

¢

. FRIDAY
Partly C lo udy
High : 72 Low: 47

~~\Ji/

~

SATURDAY
Partly C loudy
High: 73 Low: 50

~

Iso lated T-storms
Hi g h : 73 Low: 53

~

Part ly C loudy
Hi g h : 73 Low: 54

SUNDAY

~1\4)'~

MONDAY

• J

~\i ~!"

~

TUESDAY
Partl y C loudy
Hi gh: 75 Lo w: 56

, 01 jOferflsts, dflfll IIIII! gml'h".~ l}rOI'"/('I/ hI' (/rr t'SSw(!mhcl'('olll, II "'815ft""',J l"fI/"'mlll'~ (Jj Ross"l
Hc m"cr SCrl'/res , /n r
!(}(JO ,lIInl!hts /t',('/'I,{'d

:r

Monday

~

~

8:00 p.m. - KMNR station meetings, 107C ME
Annex

Need to make a
calenda r change?

Please contact ihe
Student Activity
Center, 218 UCW

.
D>

'

Tannin g Index Today

The rem'a inder of the week looks really nice if you have any outdoor
activities sched._ , . uled to partake in . High pressure is going to settle in across
the central United States
· and that means beautiful weather is on tap. Temperat ures will be
slightly below .nonnal,
.
but highs w ill still be comfortab le in the 70s w ith lows at night in
the mid-40s . Enough
moisture returns across the area by Sunday to create a slight chance
of showers and thunderstoITns,
but skies return to partly cloudy as we head into next week. Recreatio
nal activities get high grades, .
even though you may need some extra clothing on at night.
.

New
9127

lstQtr
lOIS

•D

Sun/M oon Chart This Week
Sunrise
Wednesda y 7:00 a.ill.
Thursday
7:00 a.ill.
Friday
7: 01 a. m.
Saturday
7:02 a.m.
Sunday
7:03 a.ill.
Monday - 7:04 a.m.
Tuesday
7:05 a.m .

Sunset
6:56 p.m.
6:54 p.m.
6:53 p.m.
6:51 p.m .
6:49 p.m.
6:48 p.m.
6:46 p.m.

!~
W..,

Full
10/13

(]:Lst Qtr
.
10/20

National Weath er Summ ary This Week
A majority of the country will be under the influence of a dome
of high pressure
as we head thorough the week. Coo ler tha n normal tempera tures
_
are also expected in the eas tern United States wi th a nother blas t of cold air
moving in by ' the
e nd of the week. Forecast models bring a trop ica l disturban
ce near the south
. Florida coast line this week a nd could increase Ta in chances
'dra mat ica lly dependin g upon the
sys te m' s track. It look s l ike the country wi ll' remain dr y for the
mos't part all the way into next
week. whe n th e next major a rea of low pre ss ure is forecaste d
to move into the central R ockies
a nd bring a c ha nce of snow t.o the higher eleva tion s.
.

:;
'
.
\
"
ttrI
·

UV Index Scale
0-2: Minimal Exposure; 3-4: Low Exposure
5·6: Moderate Exposure; 7-9: High Exposure
10+: Very High Exposure

Last Week's Alman ac

Moonri~e

Moonset
6:36 a.m. 7: 18 p.m.
7:43 a.m. 7:50 p.m.
8:49 a.m . 8: 22 p.m .
9:52 a.m. 8:55 p.m.
10:55 a.ill. _ 9:30 p.m.
II :54 a.m. 10:08 p.m.
12:52 p.ill. 10:50 p.ill.

~
9:00 a.m. - SUB Homecoming Q & K voting,
Puck
12:30 p.m. - SUB Homecoming Games, Puck
5: 15 p.m. - Interfraternity
Council meeting, ' 216
McN
6:00 p:m. - S.ociety of
Manuf. Engineers meetings, 110 EM
_
7:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi
meeting, G3 ChE
7:00 p.m. - Chi Epsilon
& ASCE EIT Review sessions, 114 Civil
7:00 . p.m. - Solar Car
Team design meeting,
107 EM
7:00 p.m. - Film Festival:
"The Third Man", Leach
Theater

Sept. 27, 2000

Missou ri Recrea tional Foreca st

llilY

Tuesday

9:00 a.m. - SUB Homecoming Q & K voting,
Puck
11 :30 a.m. - SUB Homecoming BBQ, Puck
12:30 p.m. - SUB Homecoming Games, Puck
5:30 p.m. - Academic
Competition twice weekly meeting~, 206 MCN
6:00 p.m. - UMR Independents' business meetings, UCW Walnut Room
7:00 p.m. - Association
for Black Students, 204
McN

SPORT CODES: FB-Footbal/, MS-Mel/ 's Soccel; IVS-lJilmel/ 's
Soccel; MB-Mel/'s Basketball, IVB-lJilmel/'s BaskL1hall, SII'Swimmil/g, CC - Cl'os.~ COlli/h); BB-Basebllll.

Missouri Miner Weather Report
7-Day Local Foreca st

Sunda y

Travel er's Troubl e Spot This Week

The northern Plains will be the travel trouble spot this week and
it wi ll not be due·to
a ny inclement wea ther moving in. It is all about the cold temperatu
res set to take. over
'.
as an area of high pressure out o(Canada w ill really make things
fe el cold to end the
.
week . Temperatures will be anywhere fro m 10-25 degrees be low
normal for this time
of year for 1110st of northern MirUlesota and the Dakotas. By next
week, a major frontal system is
se t to mo ve in and bring ba ck the threa t of precipitation.

llilY

Hil:h Low
Monday
90
56
Tuesday
95
63
Wednesda y 73
48
Thursday
73
37
Friday
91
59
Saturday
76
57
Sunday
59
54

Precip
0.00"
0.00"
0.03"
0.00"
0.00"
0.21"
0.61'"

Weathe r History
Sept. 27, 1987- The base of Mount
Washingt on, N .H . enjoyed suruiy
skies and temperatu res in the 70s,
the top of th~ mountain was blanketed with 4.7 inches of snow. The
temperat ure on the mountain
reported
13
degrees.
Sept. 29. 1927 - An outbreak of tornadoes from Oklahom a to Indiana
caused 8 1 deaths and an estiplated
25 million dollars worth of damage.
A tornado cut an eight mile path
across St. Louis, killing 79 people.
The storm followed the same path
of tornadoes which struck in '1871 ,
1896 and 1959.
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